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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Greetings from Durham, North Carolina! Spring is in full bloom, and it won’t be
long before summer comes with its heat but also time to travel and take on special
projects.
I thank you all for your patience as we initiated a new format for our CEAL meetings.
There were a few glitches. As I understand it, it was not clear that the Business
Meeting was open to all. The Business Meeting provides a time to announce
election results, finalize the preparations for the CEAL dinner and conduct whatever
other business that may not concern our speakers or CONSALD and CORMOSEA who
jointly sponsored our Plenary. Peter Zhou has suggested that the business meeting
can also be an occasion for reports that may cross our current committee structure,
for instance, on funding cuts for the coming year, on reorganizations facing our
libraries, even on Google Books and how it is handling CJK materials. If anyone is
interested in putting together a task force or reporting on a survey on a topic of
general interest, please contact me, and I will share your idea with the executive
committee and get back to you.
The Plenary was to my mind successful, and we are planning to continue with the
same format, that is, a session devoted entirely to one issue with a variety of
panelists. To the extent that is feasible and relevant, we will work with CONSALD
and CORMOSEA on the selection of a topic and speakers, since we confront many of
the same challenges. We are looking for topics that are both timely and of broad
interest that will challenge us to think in new ways about our jobs, our relations
with faculty and students, the role of technology, and/or the future of libraries.
No session was devoted to library technology, since technology is increasingly
integrated into all our activities. Each of the other standing committees organized
successful programs that engendered a good deal of excitement. The Chinese
Materials Committee also sponsored a forum with faculty and librarians on Chinese
library resources on Friday evening that engendered considerable discussion. Many
thanks to Yuan Zhou for not only organizing tours of the University of Chicago
library but also the dinner at the Lee Wing Wah Restaurant. It was a great success;
over two hundred people attended and enjoyed excellent food and good
conversation.
We are continuing to discuss the overall organization of our meetings, and some
discussion is already occurring for the 2011 meetings in Hawaii. We are considering
more cross-cutting panels, taking a topic and examining it comparatively for China,
Japan and Korea, while simultaneously reducing the time devoted to the separate
materials committees. Another possibility is organizing the conference around a
theme, such as open access/open source. We may want to consider having a
provocative presentation one year in our Business Meeting and then, the following
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year, having a panel or the entire conference focus on the issues that were raised.
The executive committee welcomes your ideas. Given the current financial
situation that many of us are facing, we may also explore ways of capturing our
meetings for people who are unable to attend.
I have some good news to report; the terms for both Gail King, as editor of JEAL,
and Vickie Fu Doll, as statistics coordinator, ended in March 2009, but both have
agreed to serve another term. I am sure that you all will join me in expressing
appreciation for their service and for the vision, hard-work and knowledge they
bring to their jobs.
Best wishes,
Kristina Troost
President, Council on East Asian Libraries
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TO SEPARATE OR NOT SEPARATE?: TWO SURVEYS ON ASIAN COLLECTIONS (PART II)
1. THE UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA USER SURVEY
2. NORTH AMERICAN ASIAN STUDIES LIBRARIAN SURVEY
Tadanobu Suzuki, Ying Liu,* Chelsea Garside,** Shailoo Bedi,** and Lisa Hill 
University of Victoria
This article is the continuation of our two-part report of two surveys regarding the idea of separating Asian
materials from the general collections in academic libraries in North America. The University of Victoria
(UVic) libraries conducted the surveys in February and March 2007, and the general introduction and the
results of the first survey, the UVic user survey, were published in the previous issue of JEAL (No. 147,
February 2009, pp.13-30). The following are the results of our second survey of the Asian studies librarians
in North America, as well as the general discussions of the two surveys and the general conclusions.
5.0 North American Asian Studies Librarian Survey – Results and Discussion
This section details the analysis of the data collected in the UVic Libraries‟ survey of Asian studies
librarians in North America. An acceptable overall number of responses was received (n=70). Considering
that the number of Asian studies librarians who received the invitation for the survey probably does not
exceed 500, the response rate was likely higher for the librarian survey than for the UVic user survey.
However, it is not possible to estimate accurate response rates for either survey, since both were sent to
populations of people of unknown sizes, rather than to a specific sample of people.
5.1 Respondent Profiles
In order to better understand our respondents, we asked a series of questions regarding the respondents‟
work profiles, including geographic region, primary language area(s), and primary areas of responsibility.
The majority of respondents (83%) indicated that they work in the United States, while 10% indicated that
they work in Canada. The largest group of respondents was from the U.S. Northeast (33%), while the
smallest percentage of respondents (6%) was from the U.S. South.
Question: “Where is your university/college located?”
US West U.S.
U.S.
Canada
US Northeast / Pacific
Midwest
South
18 (26%)
13 (19%)
4 (6%)
23 (33%)
7 (10%)
Table 23. Regional Representations of the Respondents

No response /
Other
5 (7%)

Total
70 (100%)

We also asked respondents to identify all of their primary language responsibilities. Of all the respondents,
43% indicated that their primary language responsibility was Chinese, 44% indicated that it was Japanese,
and 24% said it was Korean. Responses also indicated that there were 43% respondents who were


Tadanobu (Tad) Suzuki was Information Services Librarian, responsible for Pacific & Asian Studies collections at the
McPherson (Main) Library at the University of Victoria until May 2007. He is currently on long-term disability leave
from the position. He was the chief investigator of this survey project. Ying Liu is the Information Services Librarian
currently responsible for Pacific and Asian Studies.

Chelsea Garside, Assessment Analyst, and Shailoo Bedi, Director of Access Services, Assessment and Staff
Development, work in the Assessment Resource Office of the University of Victoria Libraries. Lisa Hill, formerly with
the Assessment Resource Office, assisted in developing the surveys and preparing the online questionnaires; she now
works for the Government of British Columbia.
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responsible for East Asia in general. Note that because respondents were able to choose more than one
primary language responsibility, the percentages calculated do not sum to 100%.
Question: “What are your primary language responsibilities?”
Chinese
Japanese
Korean
East Asian General
17 (24%)
30 (43%)
31 (44%)
30 (43%)
Table 24. Primary Language Responsibility of the Respondent.
* Note that respondents were able to choose more than one language responsibility, thus the percentages
do not sum to 100%.
In terms of the primary area(s) of professional responsibility of the respondent, the majority said that they
were either involved in reference (70%) or in collections (71%). About half the respondents chose
cataloguing as their primary responsibility, while only 9% said that they were involved in shelf management
(stack maintenance) or circulation. Again, respondents were able to choose more than one area of
responsibility, and as such the percentages calculated do not sum to 100%.
Question: “What are your areas of responsibility at your institution?”
Shelf
Reference
Collections
Management
Cataloguing
Circulation Management
30 (43%)
37 (53%)
6 (9%)
6 (9%)
50 (71%)
49 (70%)
Table 25. Primary Area(s) of Professional Responsibilities
* Note that respondents were able to choose more than one language responsibility, thus the percentages
do not sum to 100%.
5.2 Profiles of the Respondents‟ Academic Institutions and Associated Degree Programs
To gather information about the institutions with which the respondents were associated, we asked a series
of questions regarding the characteristics of universities the respondents were affiliated with, and what
level of degrees were offered in Asian studies at these institutions.
The majority of respondents (86%) were affiliated with a 4-year university with graduate studies; only 4%
were affiliated with a 4-year primarily undergraduate college/university.
Question: “What type of institution are you affiliated with?”
4-Yr University with
4-Yr College / Univ. with
Grad Studies
Undergrad Programs
No response
3 (4%)
7 (10%)
60 (86%)
Table 26. Types of Academic Institutions.

Total
70 (100%)

In terms of institution size, the majority of respondents were from institutions with larger student
populations. The combined results from several categories show that 81% of the respondents were from
institutions with more than 10,000 students, while 57% were from institutions with student populations
greater than 20,000 students.
Question: “What is your approximate student population?”
10,000-20,000
5,001-10,000
<5,000
>20,000
5 (7%)
8 (11%)
17 (24%)
40 (57%)
Table 27. Student Populations of the Respondents’ Institutions.

Total
70 (100%)

The majority of respondents (64%) were affiliated with institutions established prior to 1900, while 30%
were affiliated with institutions established between 1900 and the present.
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Question: “When was your university/college established?”
Before
1900192619511900
1925
1950
1975
After 1975
4 (6%)
4 (6%)
1 (1%)
12 (17%)
45 (64%)
Table 28. Respondents’ Institutions’ Year of Establishment.

No response
4 (6%)

Total
70 (100%)

The majority of respondents worked at institutions which offered PhD degree programs in Asian studies
(70%). Only 6% of the respondents worked at institutions with only undergraduate Asian studies programs.
Question: “What is the highest degree offered in Asian Studies (or specifically Chinese, Japanese,
and/or Korean) at your institution?”
PhD
MA
BA
No response
Total
4 (6%)
9 (13%)
70 (100%)
8 (11%)
49 (70%)
Table 29. Highest Degree Offered in Asian Studies
We also asked about the highest degree offered at the respondents‟ institutions in interdisciplinary
programs related to Asian studies. As expected, a high percentage of respondents (76%) selected PhD
programs as their institution‟s highest degree related to Asia.
Question: “What is the highest degree offered in other disciplines related to Asia at your
institution?”
PhD
MA
BA
N/A
No response
Total
2 (3%)
2 (3%)
9 (13%)
70 (100%)
2 (3%)
53 (76%)
Table 30. Highest Degree Offered in Other Disciplines Related to Asia.
Another area we were interested in knowing about was the size of the respondents‟ institutions‟ Asian
collections. Just over half (51%) of respondents indicated that their institution‟s Asian collection was larger
than 100,000 volumes. The vast majority of respondents‟ institutions (91%) had Asian collections larger
than 20,000 volumes.
Question: “What is the total size of your institution’s Asian materials (CJK) collection (in volumes)?”
50,00120,00110,001No
>100,000
100,000
50,000
20,000
>10,000
response
Total
13 (19%)
2 (3%)
2 (3%)
2 (3%)
70 (100%)
15 (21%)
36 (51%)
Table 31. Size of Asian collections at the Respondents’ Institutions.
The majority of respondents (79%) worked at libraries where Asian materials are separated from the
general collections in some manner. Those working at physically separate Asian libraries accounted for 27%,
while 51% worked at institutions which had separate Asian collections within the main libraries. The
respondents who reported that Asian materials were intershelved with the general collections in their
libraries represented 16% of the total respondents. The finding is consistent with Chui‟s comment that the
traditional practice is to have a separate East Asian Collection if the library wants to have one (2001:1).
Question: “What is the physical setting of the Asian language materials in your library?”
Percentage
Response
19 (27%)
Stand alone library physically separate from the main library
29 (41%)
Part of main library but in a separate room or floor
7 (10%)
Part of main library but in a separate shelving space
11 (16%)
Interfiled with other materials in the library
4 (6%)
No response
70 (100%)
Total
Table 32. Physical Configuration of the Respondent's Asian Collections/Libraries.
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Three further questions were asked as a subset to the previous question. Two questions were put to those
respondents whose library had Asian materials in either a separate library, a separate room, or floor
(n=48), and one question was asked of the other set of respondents whose Asian collections are either part
the main library but in a separate shelving space, or are completely intershelved with other (general)
materials in the library (n=18).
The first question covers the intershelving of Western language materials in Asian libraries. The results
show that the majority (58%) of respondents indicated that Western materials on Asia were indeed
interfiled with the Asian language materials. We did not ask what degree of Western language materials
were part of the Asian collections or libraries.
Question: “If Asian materials are in a separate library, room or floor, are there western materials on
Asia interfiled in the Asian collection?”
Yes
No
Total
20 (42%)
48 (100%)
28 (58%)
Table 32a. Intershelving of Western Language Materials in Asian Libraries
The second question was also for those respondents whose library had Asian materials in a separate library,
room or floor. This question asked if the Asian collections included Asian language materials other than
CJK. A majority (56%) indicated that in their libraries, the Asian collection included only CJK language
materials, while 35% of the respondents indicated that other Asian language materials were also part of
their Asian libraries.
Question: “If Asian materials are in a separate library, room or floor, does the collection include
Asian languages other than Chinese, Japanese or Korean?”
Yes
No
N/A
No response
Total
27 (56%)
3 (6%)
1 (2%)
48 (100%)
17 (35%)
Table 32b. Inclusion of Asian Language Materials Other Than CJK
The third and the last of the subset of questions was for those respondents (n=18) whose Asian language
materials were either located in a separate shelving space in the main library or completely intershelved
with the general collections. For this group, we asked if there was an Asian language-only reference area in
the library.
One half of the respondents (50%, or 9 individuals) indicated that there were no Asian language-only
reference areas in their libraries. However, 44% (8 individuals) indicated that a specialized Asian reference
area in their libraries was present.
Question: “If Asian materials are interfiled or in a separate shelving space, is there an Asianlanguage-only Reference area in the library?”
No
No response
Total
Yes
9 (50%)
1 (6%)
18 (100%)
8 (44%)
Table 32c. Presence of Asian Language Reference Area in the Main Libraries
Another important general question was on the presence of specialized language-based libraries other than
Asian libraries on campus (e.g., Spanish, Slavic, Arabic libraries, etc.). The majority (61%) indicated that
there were no other specialized language libraries at their institutions. Just over one-third (34%) indicated
that their institution did have separate libraries for materials in other languages. Examples of other
language or “special” libraries listed by respondents include, but are not limited to, Arabic, Slavic,
Tibetan, Judaic, Latin American, and Russian libraries.
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Question: “Are there other special language libraries or distinct collections on your campus?”
No response
Total
Yes
No
3 (4%)
70 (100%)
43 (61%)
24 (34%)
Table 33. Presence of Other Special Language Libraries on Campus.
5.3 Opinions Regarding a Separate Asian Collection and Ease of Browsing
The majority of respondents (76%) felt that a separate Asian collection or library would ease browsing. Only
7% of respondents felt that this would not ease browsing. Overall, „ease of browsing‟ appears to be a
strong argument for separating Asian materials from the regular collection.
Question: “Agree or Disagree: A separate Asian collection would ease browsing”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
8 (11%)
3 (4%)
2 (3%)
4 (6%)
70 (100%)
26 (37%)
27 (39%)
Table 34. Opinions Regarding a Separate Asian Collection/Library and Ease of Browsing.
5.4 Opinions on Separating Asian and English Language Books on the Same Topics
Answers to this question were mixed, with over one-third of respondents (36%) feeling that separating
Asian and English language books on the same topics was not beneficial to library users, and others (33%)
disagreeing and essentially indicating that they thought the separation would be beneficial to library users.
Neither side showed a large number in the “strongly agree / disagree” categories. Another 24% indicated
that they neither agreed nor disagreed with the statement. These results indicate that there is no clear
consensus on this issue.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: Separating Asian language books from English books on the same topic
is not beneficial to library users.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
17 (24%)
20 (29%)
3 (4%)
5 (7%)
70 (100%)
9 (13%)
16 (23%)
Table 35. Opinions Regarding Separating Asian and English Language Books on Same Topics.
5.5 Opinions Regarding the Difficulty of Searching Online Catalogues for Asian Books
A large portion of the respondents (44%) felt that it was not too difficult for users to search for Asian books
in the regular (English) online catalogue system, while 31% felt that it was too difficult for library users to
locate Asian materials using this catalogue. These responses are important to note, because the catalogue
is a major gateway to accessing library materials.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: Searching Asian books in the regular (English) catalogue system is too
difficult for Library users.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
12
(17%)
22
(31%)
9
(13%)
5
(7%)
70 (100%)
5 (7%)
17 (24%)
Table 36. Opinions Regarding the Difficulty of Online Searching for Asian Books.
5.6 Opinions Regarding the Need for Specialized Asian Language Skills for Library Staff
The majority of respondents (53%) indicated that they believe that a separate Asian collection is necessary
because library staff need specialized Asian language skills to be able to fully assist library patrons with
Asian-related research. Only 16% of the respondents disagreed, indicating that specialized language skills,
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as important as they may be, do not alone call for change in organizational structure. It should be noted,
however, that nearly a quarter of the respondents (23%) indicated that they neither agree nor disagree
with the statement. This may be a further indication that these respondents feel that the physical
separation of Asian materials from the general collection is not very important in influencing the
organizational structure of the workplace.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: A separate Asian collection / library is necessary because staff need
specialized Asian language skills.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
16 (23%)
8 (11%)
3 (4%)
6 (9%)
70 (100%)
12 (17%)
25 (36%)
Table 37. Opinions Regarding Asian Language Skills for Staff as a Reason for Separating Asian Libraries.
5.7 Opinions About a Separate Asian Library as a Cause of Friction Among Library Staff
Approximately one quarter (24%) of respondents agreed that a separate Asian collection or library would
create friction and divisions between Asian library staff and main library staff, while 37% disagreed and felt
it would not be an issue. A large portion (30%) of the respondents neither agreed nor disagreed with the
statement, indicating that this is not a question about which most librarians have strong opinions. This is
supported by the fact that numbers for Strongly Agree and Strongly Disagree, 7% and 9% respectively, were
also relatively low, indicating that the respondents generally do not have strong opinions on this question.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: A separate Asian collection/Library creates divisions and friction
among Asian studies Library staff and the rest of the main Library staff.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
21 (30%)
20 (29%)
6 (9%)
6 (9%)
70 (100%)
5 (7%)
12 (17%)
Table 38. Opinions Regarding a Separate Asian Library as a Cause of Friction among the Staff .
5.8 Opinions Regarding a Specialized Asian Library and the Prestige of the Institution
There was a consensus among the Asian studies librarians (55%) that an Asian studies library contributes to
the prestige of the institution, while 34% indicated that they neither agreed nor disagreed. Only 3%
disagreed that a specialized Asian library or collection would contribute to the prestige of the institution.
This question thus provides information that the added prestige may be another selling point for a separate
Asian collection.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: A specialized Asian collection / library contributes to the prestige of
the institution.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
24
(34%)
2
(3%)
0
(0%)
6
(9%)
70 (100%)
11 (16%)
27 (39%)
Table 39. Opinions Regarding a Specialized Asian Library and the Prestige of the Institution
5.9 Opinions Regarding the Visibility of a Separate Asian Collection or Library
A strong majority of respondents (70%) were in agreement that the visibility of an Asian collection is
important to users, while only 4% of respondents thought that the visibility of the collection was not
important. For example, the visibility of a separate Asian collection could also serve other purposes than
simply increasing interest in the collection. There usually is a reading area in a separate Asian Collection,
which can serve as a good meeting place for faculty and students who share similar interests, as proposed
by Chui (2001:4).
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Question: “Agree or disagree?: Visibility of a specialized Asian collection/Library as a distinct entity
(i.e., stand-alone, separate, designated space) is important to Library users.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
13 (19%)
2 (3%)
1 (1%)
5 (7%)
70 (100%)
13 (19%)
36 (51%)
Table 40. Opinions Regarding Visibility of an Asian Collection / Library.
5.10 Opinions Regarding Importance of an Asian Library for Fundraising and Marketing
Again, there was a very strong consensus (74%) among the respondents that a specialized Asian collection
or library is important for fundraising and marketing. Only 1% disagreed, while 17% answered “neither
agree nor disagree.” This issue appears to be another strong reason for the separation of Asian language
materials from the regular collection, which could benefit the library in a financial manner.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: Having a specialized Asian collection/library is important for
fundraising or marketing for the institution.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
12
(17%)
0
(0%)
1
(1%)
5
(7%)
70 (100%)
16 (23%)
36 (51%)
Table 41. Opinions Regarding Importance of an Asian Library / Collection in Fundraising and Marketing.
5.11 Opinions Regarding the Perceived Faculty Demand for a Specialized Asian Collection / Library
A strong majority of respondents (68%) are of the opinion that there is a strong demand for a specialized
Asian collection among faculty members. Only 6% disagreed and felt that faculty members do not demand
a separate Asian collection. Note that the level of “strong demand” among faculty members in this
question is what is perceived by the librarians who responded in the survey, and the current result should
not be taken as a direct reflection of faculty opinions.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: There is a strong demand for a specialized Asian collection / library
among faculty members.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
19 (27%)
29 (41%)
12 (17%)
4 (6%)
0 (0%)
6 (9%)
70 (100%)
Table 42. Opinions Regarding the Perceived Faculty Demand for a Specialized Asian Collection /
Library.
5.12 Opinions Regarding the Separation of Asian and English Books Being a Disservice to Multi-lingual Users
The results were almost evenly split on the question of whether or not separating Asian language books
from English books on the same subjects would be disservice to the multi-lingual users. Those who thought
that the separation of the collection was not a disservice to the users had a slight edge (35%) over those
who thought it was a disservice to users (28%). 27% of the respondents indicated that they neither agreed
nor disagreed with the statement, indicating that for nearly 1/3 of the respondents, this was not an issue
about which they felt strongly.
When a similar statement was put to respondents (“Separating Asian language books from English books on
the same topic is not beneficial to library users”) in 5.4, those who answered “agree” were 36%, compared
to 28% who answered “disservice” in this question, while the support for the opposing views in the two
questions held similar levels (33% vs. 35%). The discrepancy of 8% between the two questions (5.4 and
5.12) can be explained by at least two possibilities. First, the use of the phrase “multi-lingual users” in the
current question (5.12), vis-à-vis “general users” (5.4), might have signaled the respondents felt that it was
more likely that the general users would experience disservice with a separate Asian collection. Second,
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the use of “not” in the 5.4 statement might have confused some respondents, who might have taken the
entire sentence in positive terms.
If the former was the case, the current result simply shows that the librarians perceive a splitting of Asian
and English language materials does not bother the multi-lingual users as much as the general users. This
is interesting given that our expectation was that it would be more of an inconvenience to multilingual
users.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: Separating Asian language books from English books is a disservice to
our multilingual library users.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
19 (27%)
17 (24%)
8 (11%)
6 (9%)
70 (100%)
8 (11%)
12 (17%)
Table 43. Opinions on Separating Asian and English Books as Disservice to Multilingual Users.
5.13 Opinions Regarding Separate Libraries for Other Languages as a Matter of Fairness
A small percentage of the respondents (15%) agreed that there should be specialized libraries for other
language groups as well as an Asian collection or library, in order to ensure fairness and equality. More
than a double the number (33%) thought that it was not necessary to have other separate language
collections simply because there was an Asian collection. More than one half (51%) of the respondents did
not answer one way or the other, indicating that this is not a pivotal issue for Asian studies librarians.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: If there is a specialized Asian collection/library, there should also be
specialized libraries for other language groups (e.g. Slavic, Spanish, etc.) to ensure fairness and
equality.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
29
(41%)
21
(30%)
2
(3%)
7
(10%)
70 (100%)
3 (4%)
8 (11%)
Table 44. Opinions Regarding Separate Libraries for Other Language as a Matter of Fairness.
5.14 Opinions Regarding Whether or Not There is No Obvious Benefit in Separating the Collections by
Language
Only 14% felt that there was no obvious benefit to separating collections along language lines, while 51%
thought there was a benefit to this action. Nearly a quarter of the respondents indicated that they neither
agree nor disagree with the statement.
There are some discrepancies between the results of this question and other questions. Regarding the ease
of browsing (5.3), for example, only 9% indicated that a specialized Asian collection would not ease the
browsing for the users. Given that result, we were surprised that only 51% of respondents felt that there
was an obvious benefit to separating the collection along language lines.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: There is no obvious benefit for separating or dividing the library
collection along language lines.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
17 (24%)
32 (46%)
4 (6%)
7 (10%)
70 (100%)
2 (3%)
8 (11%)
Table 45. Opinions Regarding No Obvious Benefit in Separating the Collections along Languages
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5.15 Opinions Regarding an Asian Collection / Library as a Solution to Space Problems
Only 11% of the respondents saw the existence of a specialized Asian collection or library as a solution to
space problems within the main library. Of the rest of the respondents, 50% neither agreed nor disagreed,
30% disagreed, and 9% did not respond to the question. Overall this can be seen to indicate that nearly 90%
of respondents either do not think that a separate Asian collection would help solve space issues or do not
think that this is a reason for which separating collections should be considered. Responses were not
different by library collection size, indicating that this is a non-issue for libraries of any size.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: A specialized Asian collection/library contributes to solving space
problems in our library system.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
35 (50%)
17 (24%)
4 (6%)
6 (9%)
70 (100%)
1 (1%)
7 (10%)
Table 46. Opinions Regarding an Asian Collection / Library as a Solution to Space Problems
5.16 Opinions Regarding the Need for a Robust Catalogue System with Asian Language Search Capabilities
and the Needs for a Separate Asian Library
The majority of respondents (66%) did not believe that a robust catalogue system with Asian language
search capabilities would trump the need for a separate Asian collection. Only 13% of respondents felt that
such a catalogue system would make a separate Asian collection unnecessary. This result is broadly
consistent with respondents‟ opinions regarding the perceived difficulty with online searching for Asian
language titles (see section 5.5). The general consensus between those two results is that the level of ease
or difficulty with online catalogue searching for Asian language materials is mostly irrelevant to the
question of whether an Asian collection should be separated or not. In other words, technological
improvements in online catalogues‟ abilities to search of Asian language do not alone present a sufficient
argument against the need for separate Asian libraries.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: If we have a robust catalogue system with Asian language search
capability, we should not need a specialized Asian section or library.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
9 (13%)
41 (59%)
5 (7%)
6 (9%)
70 (100%)
4 (6%)
5 (7%)
Table 47. Opinions Regarding Robust Catalogue System with Asian Language Search Capability and the
Needs of Separate Asian Library.
5.17 Opinions Regarding a Separate Asian Collection / Library and the Circulation Rate of Associated Asian
Materials
Of all the respondents, 47% indicated that they neither agreed nor disagreed that the circulation rate for
Asian materials would increase if they were housed in a separate area or a specialized library. The second
largest group (36%) of the respondents believed that a separate Asian collection would increase the
circulation rate. The smallest group (9%) felt that a separate Asian collection would not increase the
circulation of Asian materials. The high percentage of the “neither-or” responses, coupled with “no
response” (9%), indicates that the majority of Asian studies librarians feel that there is no strong
relationship between the creation of specialized space for Asian materials and the circulation rate.
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Question: “Agree or disagree?: I believe that the circulation rate for Asian materials is higher if the
Library has a separate Asian collection/Library rather than all books interfiled in the main
collection.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
33
(47%)
5
(7%)
1
(1%)
6
(9%)
70 (100%)
6 (9%)
19 (27%)
Table 48. Opinions Regarding a Separate Asian Collection / Library and the Circulation Rate.
5.18 Opinions Regarding the Number of Asian Language Materials and a Corresponding Need for Creation of
a Separate Space
Close to one half of the respondents (47%) felt that a specialized Asian language space should be created
once an institution‟s collection of Asian language materials reaches a certain size. Only 16% disagreed,
feeling that collection size should not influence the implementation of the separation of Asian materials
from the general collection. However, a relatively large percentage neither agreed nor disagreed (29%),
indicating that many respondents do not feel strongly either way regarding separation based on the
collection size of Asian materials.
Question: “Agree or disagree?: When the number of Asian language materials grows to reach a certain
level, we must create specialized language space.”
Strongly
Neither Agree or
Strongly
No
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
response
Total
20(29%)
9 (13%)
2 (3%)
6 (9%)
70 (100%)
9 (13%)
24 (34%)
Table 49. Opinions Regarding the Number of Asian Language Materials and Creation of a Separate
Space.
When the respondents were asked how large an Asian language collection should be before they would
consider separating it from the general collection, the largest percentage of the respondents (29%) chose
“greater than 50,000”. The responses show that the general tendency is that the larger the Asian
collection, the more respondents feel that it is necessary to separate them from the general collections.
However, if we exclude the “Should never be separated” and “No response” figures, and only focus our
attention on those respondents who selected one of the “number range columns,” about one-third (16
individuals) chose “10,001-20,000” or less, indicating that some respondents believe that even smaller
collections should be separated.
There was also a relatively high percentage of “neither agree nor disagree” (23%) answers to the question.
This may be accounted for by the possibility that some respondents believe that Asian materials should
always be separated from the general collection, no matter how small the number may be. Our original
question did not include this option; therefore, it is difficult to determine if this was one of the true
reasons for the high rate of “no response.”
Question: How large should an Asian language collection be before you consider separating it from
the rest of the library collection?
Should
never be
5,00110,001- 20,001No
separated <5,000
10,000
20,000
50,000
>50,000
response
Total
4 (6%)
8 (11%)
10 (14%)
20 (29%)
16 (23%)
70 (100%)
4 (6%)
8 (11%)
Table 50. How Large an Asian Collection Should Be Before Being Separated.
5.19 Conclusions for the North American Asian Studies Librarian Survey
The majority of the respondents were reference and collections librarians responsible for the collection in
at least one of three CJK languages in large, well-established research universities with graduate programs
[Tables 25-30]. Half (51%) of the respondents work in libraries with more than 100,000 items in their Asian
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collections [Table 31]. The vast majority (78%) of the Asian collections in the respondents‟ institutions are
housed in some kind of “separate” space, with only 16% of the respondents working in libraries with Asian
materials fully intershelved in the general collection [Table 32]. Close to two thirds reported that there
are no other language-based collections on their campuses other than the “Asian” library, while 34%
indicated that there are other language libraries on their campuses (e.g. Arabic, Slavic, Russian, etc.)
[Table 33].
While some Asian studies librarians acknowledge that there are drawbacks to separating English and Asian
language materials on the same topic [see for example Tables 34 & 35], most respondents generally feel
that the merits of a separate collection outweigh the demerits. Highlights of our findings are as follows:
1) „Ease of browsing‟ for library users is one of the strongest reasons for separating an Asian collection from
the general collection, supported by 76% of the respondents [Table 34]. A perceived faculty demand for a
separate Asian collection was also a reason for separation cited by the majority of respondents (68%).
2) Other strong reasons for a separate Asian collection are among the public relations and strategic aspects
of library operations. The “prestige,” “visibility,” and “fundraising / marketing potential” factors,
associated with a separate Asian collection, all scored highly with respondents [5.8, 5.9, 5.10]. Although
high visibility scored high in the survey, the prospect of a potential increase in circulation rate scored
weakly in our survey [5.19].
3) Difficulty or ease of online searching of Asian titles was not considered a deciding factor for separating
Asian materials from the general collection [5.5, 5.18]. Neither was using a separate Asian collection as a
solution to space problems [5.17].
4) Close to half (47%) of the respondents thought it was a good idea to separate an Asian collection from
the general collection when the collection grows to be a certain size. More than half (60%) thought this
size was 20,000 volumes or more.
5) Only 15% of the respondents felt the presence of a separate Asian collection necessitated the presence
of other language-based libraries to ensure fairness and equality (5.15).
6) “Specialized Asian language skills for staff” scored moderately high (53%) as a reason for a separate
library, while a separate Asian library as a possible cause of “friction among staff” between the Asian
library and the main library scored relatively low (24%).
6. General Discussions
6.1 The Two Surveys and the Respondents.
As discussed previously, we conducted two online surveys:
1. The user survey on the UVic campus; and
2. The librarian survey for East Asian studies librarians in universities and colleges across North
America.
These surveys are personal opinion surveys, and not institutional surveys. That is to say, although some
questions, particularly in the librarian responses, asked a number of questions to identify institutional
features (e.g., size of the library, student population size, etc.), the opinions expressed throughout the
survey questions are strictly personal opinions and should not be considered to be the official positions of
the institutions. Moreover, there were no restrictions as to how many librarians from one institution should
respond; therefore, we have no way of drawing any conclusions regarding one institutional feature vis-à-vis
another institutional feature, based on our librarian survey (e.g., Questions such as, “what percentage of
pre-1900 established libraries hold more than 50,000 books?” etc., are out of scope in our methodology). It
should be also noted that the librarian survey was advertised and conducted under the auspices of the
CEAL Listserv, and therefore, the respondents are members of the Council of East Asian Libraries. Their
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opinions on Asian libraries / collections do not necessarily represent academic librarians at large. On the
other hand, our UVic campus survey for the users was advertised widely on campus, regardless of
departmental affiliation or academic majors. Although a vast majority of the respondents were interested
in Asian library collections and indeed were able to read an Asian language(s), many others responded
strictly to express their views on our library‟s future.
6.2 Reasons for Separating the Collection.
Among those who were surveyed, the strongest reason for physically separating the Asian collection from
the general collection was the ease of browsing. This factor scored highest among both the campus users
(86%) and the Asian studies librarians (76%). Perceived faculty demand was also high in the librarian survey
with 68%. However, in our campus user survey, only 54% of the faculty wanted the Asian collection
separated, with 25% opposing the idea outright, and the rest indicated that they had no preference. The
25% opposition against separating the collection among the faculty respondents, coupled with moderate
support for the separation (54%) among the faculty, partly supports Gonnami‟s anecdotal claim that some
faculty may not necessarily like the idea of splitting the collection (Gonnami 1994:1). Chiu also points out
the importance of browsability in academic libraries, especially in the LC classification environment, where
Asian materials on different but related topics are shelved far apart (2001:4). Even for the users who have
limited knowledge of the languages, a separate Asian language collection will increase their exposure to
the original language context and their opportunity to access the potentially useful resources. In addition,
one of the key recent trends in area studies is that more scholars are now involved in interdisciplinary
cooperation, and as such need to look beyond their original specialty areas. Consequently, these scholars‟
browsing needs may increase.
Difficulty or ease of online searching for Asian materials was not a deciding factor one way or the other for
separating the collection. This was true in both the user survey and the librarian survey. The librarian
survey, however, demonstrated that a moderately high percentage of the librarians (53%) believe that the
need for specialized Asian language skills required for Asian library staff warrants an existence of a
separate Asian library. From the users‟ perspective, 33% of them admitted that it is not easy to find the
Asian materials by searching online catalogue. Through the literature review, we found that the failure of
the OPAC to provide useful access was a main reason cited by some authors to have a separate Asian
collection (e.g. Dunkle 1993). The present situation may have improved due to the use of Unicode in OPAC
records. But how it is improved and to what extent are worth further investigating.
Increasing the visibility of Asian materials was another strong reason for separating among both the users
and the librarians, but for different reasons. The users tended to see the separate Asian collection as a
way to stimulate research interest in Asian studies among students, while the librarians saw the visibility as
an important aspect of marketing and fundraising. The users also tended to see the separate collection
with increased visibility leading to increased circulation of Asian materials, while the librarians did not
consider increasing circulation as a major reason for separating the collection. The librarians, however,
thought that the existence of a visible Asian collection (or “library”) would increase the prestige of the
institution, whereas the issue of prestige did not seem to resonate with respondents to the user survey.
6.3 Reasons for Not Separating the Collection.
Among the users who opposed the idea of separating the Asian materials from the general collection, the
most-often cited reason (61%) was that separating English and Asian language books on the same topic
does not serve multi-lingual users well; 33% of the librarians also recognized this as a potential issue. This
concern was actually reflected in the arrangement of some of the “separate” Asian collections; 58% of the
librarians indicated that some Western materials on Asian topics were interfiled in their separate Asian
collections. The second strongest reason cited by users who did not want the collection separated (58% of
these respondents) was that they were already accustomed to the way the collection is currently set up
(being inter-shelved).
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6.4 Other Factors for Consideration.
Our UVic user survey found that 43% of the users consider that the establishment of a separate Asian
collection would legitimate arguments for possible other language-based library collections. Only 15% of
the Asian studies librarians shared this view; that is, about one-third of the Asian studies librarians (33% Section 5.13, Table 44) thought that having an Asian library on campus does not necessarily call for the
establishment of other language libraries. This view is consistent with the historical background of East
Asian libraries in general. Asian studies libraries in North America always held “different,” if not “special,”
status among other language-based libraries (Chiu 2001:1). Yet, again, 57% of the users felt that the
establishment of an Asian library would create an impression that the library was placing a “special focus”
on Asian studies.
Depending on the library and hosting institution, the view on a separate Asian collection as a “special
focus” or a bias towards Asian language over other languages may be, by itself, neither a negative or
positive factor in relation to the separation. A “special focus” on Asian collections may be a positive
development under certain circumstances, such as for serving an underserved community, or for meeting
the institution‟s strategic goals. However, it may also present a risk of tipping the balance of demands
from other identifiable constituencies on campus. Either way it is paramount to engage many levels of the
user community (as well as the university administrative structure) in the strategic planning of the
collection.
The current surveys did not draw a significant conclusion regarding the placement of non-CJK Asian
language materials (eg., Indonesian, Cambodian, etc.), although this issue came up in the initial discussion
between the lead investigator (Suzuki) and the UVic Department of Pacific and Asian Studies, indicating
that there is some concern on campus regarding the placement of other Asian language materials. At UVic,
Indonesian is another major Asian language of instruction other than Chinese and Japanese. However, our
Indonesian collection outside “languages and literature” is very small. That is, we do not widely collect
Indonesian books on history and culture in the original tongue, and as such, the placement of these
languages may not be as much of an issue at our institution.
In the surveys, we used the inclusive term “Asian language materials” in primary questions throughout the
UVic user survey, reserving the term “CJK materials” for secondary questions (that is, the “sub-”questions
following a major question). Only in the Asian studies librarian survey did we use “Asian materials” and
“CJK” almost interchangeably, due to the fact that CEAL members tend to represent CJK collections. We
asked only one inconsequential profile question regarding non-CJK materials, in which only 35% of the
respondents with separate Asian collections said that there are non-CJK materials filed in their Asian
collections.
The issue of inclusion of non-CJK materials in an Asian collection seems to be mainly a matter of local
circumstances and the strategic decisions of each library and institution. Considerations of collection
structure and size, and also the institution‟s departmental structures, may reflect on the final decision.
7. General Conclusions
Some of the highlights of our two surveys were as follows:
1. Not surprisingly, both the campus users and the Asian studies librarians showed strong support for the
idea of separating Asian language materials from the general collection. The ease of browsing was the
strongest reason for both the users and the librarians. However, only 54% of the faculty users
supported the idea of separating the collection.
2. Difficulty (or ease) of online searching was not a deciding factor for preference in separating the
Asian collection.
3. Increasing visibility was another strong reason for the users and the librarians, though for different
reasons: research motivation for the users; a marketing tool for the librarians.
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4. Among the negative reasons against separation, the strongest opinion was disruption of research in
having to search for relevant materials in two separate locations.
5. The users and the Asian studies librarians were split on views of a separate Asian collection vis-à-vis
other specialized language collections on campus. A higher number of the users (43%) thought that it
was fair to have other language collections separated out as well, should an Asian collection be
established, while only 15% of the Asian studies librarians shared this view.
It should be noted again that the current surveys were personal opinion surveys, and do not reflect
institutions‟ official positions on given issues. It should be also noted that some of the strong responses
may not necessarily apply in a particular local situation. For example, 29% of the librarians thought the
Asian materials should be separated once the number of the materials reaches over 50,000; significantly
more than those who answered “less than 5000” (only 6%). Yet it may be logistically easier and more cost
effective to separate the collection while it is still small in number. In the end, we believe that separating
the collection or re-integrating it should very much reflect local circumstances.
There are some academic libraries in North America which have more recently separated Asian materials
from their general collections, and others which recently integrated two collections. Qualitative surveys
(of historical nature, perhaps) may be necessary to document each location‟s circumstances and local
decision-making process. There also seems to be a lack of information regarding the situations in mid-size
universities and colleges with only undergraduate level or masters level programs in Asian studies, which
may or may not have an Asian studies specialist librarian; our survey was not particularly successful in
documenting those circumstances. We believe that further studies are in order for those areas.
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Appendix 2*-The Asian Studies Librarian Survey

____
*Appendix 1 –The UVic User Survey was published in the PART I of this article in the previous issue of JEAL.
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JAPANESE COLLECTIONS LOCATED OVERSEAS
AS INTERPRETED FROM A
LITERACY HISTORY PERSPECTIVE*
Tsuneharu Gonnami

East Asian Librarian Emeritus
The University of British Columbia

Introduction
It is generally assumed that the justification for the existence (raison d’ėtre) of Japanese collections built
overseas is to provide the world with information on Japanese culture, science and technology. Using
circulation data for the material within these Japanese collections, we can analyse library usage patterns
from the perspective of literacy history. This approach has been developed by Prof. Atsuhiko Wada in his
award-winning book Shomotsu no Nichi-Bei kankei [The Japan-US Relationship Viewed from Book
Circulation: Toward a Literacy History]1-5. However, in this paper I would like to take up some issues
besides those handled in Prof. Wada’s book. In these pages I propose an advancement in the study of
literacy history that could include not only printed materials but also other media representing a wide
range of intellectual and creative activities of human beings, suggesting that the conventional notion of
literacy history should be interpreted much more broadly than in the studies of book circulation and
collection building that have been done up to this point.
1) A New Development of the Literacy History of The Tale of Genji
The year of 2008 marked the one thousandth anniversary of the writing of The Tale of Genji by Murasaki
Shikibu at Ishiyamadera Temple, a famous historical site near Kyoto. Various events commemorating The
Tale of Genji were organized not only in Japan but also in many other countries of the world. In Canada,
for example, in August 2008, the Cheng Yu Tung East Asian Library of the University of Toronto organized
an exhibition of both picture-scrolls and the texts of The Tale of Genji under the theme of ―A Millenium
Exhibition of The Tale of Genji.‖ At the University of British Columbia, the UBC Museum of Anthropology
and the Canadian Society of Asian Arts, as part of the programme Asian Illuminations 2008, sponsored a
public lecture by Prof. Joshua Mostow of the Asian Studies Department under the title ―The Tale of Genji
and Making of Modern Japanese Femininity‖ on October 19, 2008. The same two organizations also
presented ―Enchantment of Genji: Music Inspired by Poems from The Tale of Genji‖ at the JapaneseCanadian National Museum and Nikkei Heritage Centre, Burnaby, B.C. on October 25, 2008. Lastly, in
Toronto, the Library of the Japan Foundation Toronto Office organized an exhibition entitled ―A Millenium
of The Tale of Genji: Colour and the Four Seasons in Japan a Thousand Years Ago,‖ which ran from October
27 to December 19 of 2008. This exhibition explored the fascinating world of life and love in the
aristocratic Heian Court of The Tale of Genji, displaying how the taste of the court was expressed
through colours and images of the four seasons. The highlight of the exhibition was the naturally dyed
fabrics used in the Heian period and samples of Juni-Hitoe (twelve layered ceremonial robes worn by court
ladies). In addition, the exhibition presented various paintings depicting scenes from The Tale of Genji
and selected library books on Genji.
The Tale of Genji, which is often called the first novel in the world, not only fascinated the aristocrats of
the Japanese Imperial Court in the Heian period (795-1185), but also had great influence on the commoner
culture in the Edo period (1600-1868). On the one hand The Tale of Genji played a role in satisfying the
elite literary interests of the aristocrats, and, on the other hand, it also helped improve the literacy of Edo
commoners mainly through the pictorial versions of the Genji story (Eiri Genji-bon), which were very
*

This is a revised English version of my original Japanese article,32 which appeared in Riterashi shi kenkyu [Journal of
Literacy History], No. 2, 2009.
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popular and widely available from private lending-book libraries (Kashihonya). Edo commoners, having
received a basic education at Temple Schools (Terakoya), could easily read these popular versions of Genji,
and in the end, their love for this story raised the level of their culture. Seen from the perspective of
literacy history, the high literacy rate of the common people that was achieved in the Edo period through
the popularity of such texts as The Tale of Genji was a driving force in the swift construction of modern
Japan after the Meiji restoration in 1868, when Japan abandoned the seclusion policy and opened her doors
to the World.
It is widely accepted by fine arts scholars in Japan that so many beautiful pictorial versions of The Tale of
Genji were created not only to represent the aesthetic values of the aristocrats in the Heian period (7951185) but also to symbolize the knowledge and authority of the samurai in the Age of Wars (1493-1573).
During this era war-lords such as Oda Nobunaga and Toyotomi Hideyoshi used to display colourful scrolls
depicting various scenes of The Tale of Genji in their main rooms. They viewed them in order to calm
their minds after the excitement of battle. This way of appreciating pictorial versions of Genji may also be
seen as representing the harmony of the two main components of Japanese culture, the graceful feminine
aspect (taoyame-sei) and the masculine aspect (masurao-sei). Fine-art historians have asserted that an
equal balance between feminine and masculine aspects is a particular feature of Japanese culture. In
other words, as observed in the taste of the warriors in the Age of Wars, the identity of Japanese
masculinity itself has included a strong feminine component. The late Prof. Kaori Chino of Gakushuin
University set forth an idea6 like this with respect to the issue of gender7 in The Tale of Genji. This theory
first puzzled me, but after thinking it over I agreed. Thus it could be said that a new way of reading books
and/or of appreciating visual materials can also lead to opening up a new perspective in literacy history. It
is important to keep this perspective in mind within the framework of literacy history when studying how
books are read and collected. Therefore, a comprehensive study of literacy history should consider not
only text materials as its research object but also visual materials. We must deal with all the products of
creative intellectual activity. Otherwise we cannot expect an advancement of the study of literacy history.
2) Japanese Collections in the U.S.A.
When an American publisher publishes a new book, they are required to deliver two copies of the book to
the Library of Congress (LC). This is a legal depository. For its part, LC is required to take care of the
depository book by preserving it permanently in good condition and making it available to US congressmen
and citizens whenever a request for it is made from them. Thus the Library of Congress serves the needs
of the U.S. Congressmen as well as American citizens in its primary capacity as the national library of the
U.S. However, LC is also open to the people of the world and also collects foreign books from abroad. The
grand total of LC holdings was approximately 30,000,000 volumes as of June 2007. Of these, 1,160,000
volumes were Japanese language books. This is the largest overseas Japanese Collection in the world.
The LC Japanese Collection dates back to 1867, when the second mission of the Tokugawa government to
the United States paid its official visit to Washington, D.C. and presented a gift of Japanese books to LC.
2008 marked 150 years since the ―Treaty of Amity and Commerce between the United States and Japan‖
was signed at the Ryosenji Temple in Shimoda on July 29, 1858. Recently LC discovered many old maps
entitled Zen Nihon zu (―Map of All Japan‖) surveyed by Ino Tadataka (1745-1818), famous cartographer at
Edo. These maps had been unknown, buried among many unprocessed materials at LC. This discovery of
Ino Maps in the US was a great surprise to Japanese map librarians and cartographers. These old maps are
very accurate and show the high standard of Japanese mathematics, astronomy, and cartography in the
Edo period (1600-1868). Their publishing technique also demonstrates a sophisticated advancement over
the wood-block printing technique of the old days, which allowed much more information to be delivered
on a single map just as in modern maps. Thus, the maps also represent a significant development in
literacy history.
At the University of British Columbia, the Rare Books and Special Collections Room (RBSP) at Irving K.
Barber Learning Centre of UBC (formerly Main Library) has preserved many original maps of Japan made by
the old wood-block print method during the Edo period (1600-1867). This collection is generally called
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―Bean’s Collection8-9 of old Japanese maps‖ after the name of the original collector, the late George H.
Beans, President of the Seeds Company in Philadelphia, U.S.A. This prominent collection is well known
among collectors of antiquarian maps around the world. From these old maps of Japan, various kinds of
information can be gleaned, not only topographical and geographical data such as the length of each main
road and total square miles of each province, but also economic information such as the volume of rice
production in each fief. Thus, they provided valuable economic data on the gross national production of
Edo Japan. Here is another case where visual materials other than books are also important for the
literacy history of the Edo period.
Another example of a large collection of Edo maps in an overseas collection is the one held by the
University of California at Berkeley, which purchased the former collection of old maps of Japan belonging
to the library of the Mitsui Corporation, one of big Japanese industrial conglomerates in the pre-war days.
It was sold to UC Berkeley in the late 1940s, when the break-up of big industrial groups such as Mitsui,
Mitsubishi, Sumitomo and others was ordered by the General Headquarters of the Supreme Commander for
Allied Powers (GHQ-SCAP) during the Occupation Period of Japan ( Sept.1945-April 1952). UC Berkeley has
approximately 1,500 Edo maps. The Rare Books and Special Collections room at the University of British
Columbia has about 920 such maps 10. Although the UBC collection is smaller than the collection at UC
Berkeley, the late Prof. Unno Kazutaka, Professor Emeritus of Geography at Osaka University, who came to
UBC RBSP in order to evaluate Bean’s Collection in 1985, asserted that UBC Collection was qualitatively
better. He based his opinion upon his observation and comparison of these two Collection of Edo maps,
during which he found more rare specimens in the UBC collection than in the UC Berkeley collection. For
example, one item, a ―Map of the World,‖ produced in the mid-seventeenth century, exists in only two
extant copies, one of which is at UBC and the other of which is in the Kobe City Museum.
Japanese Collections at American Institutions were mostly built up in the post-war days in order to support
Japanese study programs encouraged by the US Government in the Cold War period between the USA and
the USSR. There are approximately fifty US Japanese libraries large and small. Among these the sixteen
libraries whose total holdings are more than 100,000 volumes are considered to be the major collections 11.
When the Pacific War broke out on December 7, 1941, high officials at the US Department of Defense and
Department of State were shocked to find that they had minimal library and information resources on
Japan at their disposal and very few people in the USA were able to read and analyze Japanese written
materials. As this was a very serious national security issue in wartime, they promptly established
Japanese language schools for both the Army and Navy, recruiting first-class university students with a
talent for foreign languages, in order to quickly produce intelligence officers. Upon graduation, these
information officers were dispatched to the front line of the Pacific Campaign where they engaged in
questioning Japanese POWs and deciphering captured military information. During the Pacific War period,
the use of English was prohibited in Japan because it was the language of Japan’s enemy, whereas, as we
have seen, the U.S. recognized the importance of an enemy language (Japanese) and opened a Japanese
school so that expertise in that language could be of strategic benefit to the US. Thus, there was a
significant gap in perception of an enemy language between the two countries with respect to mutual
literacy history perspective. In the post-war era, many of the military intelligence officers transferred to
the private sector and many became academics in the field of East Asian studies. Moreover, during the
tense Cold War period, the US Government provided rich scholarship funds for language study and area
research in fields of strategic interest to the USA. Accordingly, many Japanese Studies experts emerged in
the US as a result of this financial support. In addition, the above-mentioned Japanese collections at
major US institutions flourished in the post-war era, as well as mutual exchange programs between
American and Japanese intellectuals, which often included the exchange of library books. These Japanese
collections played an important role as foundations of the Japan-US cultural exchange programs. They are
open not only to academic people but also to members of the general public.
The following are a few examples of how, when, and from whom some major American institutions in the
national, public, and private sectors acquired and built up their Japanese Collections in the post-war
period.
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As noted above, the Library of Congress holds the oldest Japanese Collection in the United States. LC
collected Japanese books in the pre-war period under the management of Dr. Shiho Sakanishi, Head of its
Oriental Division. Their Japanese Collection at that time numbered 32,000 volumes; in the post-war era it
increased rapidly through the acquisition of the various collections described below.
The Japanese Collection (12,000 vols.) of the Japan Institute (Nihon Bunka Kaikan), a private organization
directed by Mr. Tamon Maeda in the late 1930s to 40s in New York, was under the management of the US
Bureau on the Custody of Enemy Property during World War II due to the policy of freezing enemy assets
during the Pacific War period, and the whole collection was temporarily transferred to the Columbia
University Library. After the War the collection was purchased by the Library of Congress. LC had further
received 270,000 volumes of Japanese books and other materials confiscated by the GHQ-SCAP in occupied
Japan after they were reviewed by the Washington Documentation Center. The details of this acquisition
are as follows: A few months after the end of the Pacific War, the Washington Documentation Center
(WDC) dispatched their group for collection of Japanese materials to Tokyo, where they confiscated
approximately 500,000 volumes/pieces of Japanese books, journals, documents, and other materials under
the control of the authorities of the GHQ-SCAP. Every weekend these materials were sent to WDC by
military air-cargo from US military bases in occupied Japan to Washington, D.C. Upon receipt, these
materials were checked against the holdings of the Library of Congress (LC). Duplicate copies were
distributed to mainly US universities without charge. This large amount of Japanese materials transferred
from Japan to the United States in the post-war period contributed to the increase of holdings of Japanese
Collections at the East Asian libraries of these academic institutions. Phrasing it another way, we could say
that a huge number of Japanese books were moved to many US academic libraries as an American national
information strategy under the administration of US military organization. This project deserves special
mention in a literacy history of the Japan-US relationship viewed from book circulation. Later the WDC
was dissolved into the National Archives and merged with the Library of Congress.
The entire 100,000 volume holdings of the library of the Tokyo Branch of the South Manchurian Railway
Company Limited, including their renowned think-tank Research Department’s books, journals, reports,
papers, and other miscellaneous documents, were transferred to the Library of Congress through the
Washington Documentation Center. The library (50,000 vols.) of the Mitsubishi Heavy Industry Company
Limited was transferred in the same fashion. This process of moving big Japanese collections to the U.S.A.
was possible because of good library management and operation of WDC and LC, which were then
responsible for acquisitions and distributions of confisticated Japanese materials. According to the late
Prof. Edgar Wickberg of the History Department of UBC, he once served in the Allied Translator and
Interpreter Section (ATIS) of GHQ and worked in the Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha (N.Y.K.) building in
1946, which was converted to military offices of ATIS right after the War. At that time ATIS was engaged in
not only translation and interpretation but also documentation of confiscated Japanese materials by GHQ
and was responsible for shipping them to WDC.
The collection of Japanese materials—books and pamphlets (71,000 titles), periodicals (1,3799 titles),
newspapers (18,047 titles), news photographs (10,000), maps (640), posters (90) and other archival
materials—confiscated and censored (1945-49) by the General Headquarters of the Supreme Commander
for Allied Powers in Occupied Japan (1945-52) was transferred between 1949 and 1951 to the University of
Maryland (UM). The entire undertaking was planned and proposed by Gordon W. Prange, Prof. of History at
UM and Head of the Civil Censorship Detachment of GHQ. Later the collection was officially donated to the
UM Library and in 1978 the University named the collection the Gordon W. Prange Collection: the Allied
Presence in Japan, 1945-52, in recognition of his distinguished contribution to the GHQ-SCAP. The
Collection is presently under the care of Ms. Eiko Sakaguchi, Curator. She has published a bibliography of
education books12 in the Collection and her staff has been systematically cataloguing unprocessed materials.
Mr. Eizaburo Okuizumi, presently at the University of Chicago library and former curator of the Prange
collection, also compiled a list of periodicals 13censored by GHQ, preceded by his bibliographical
introduction. Such excellent bibliographical aids by these efficient librarians allow easy access to the
Collection by researchers. Generally speaking, Japanese collections in U.S. universities are stronger in the
humanities than social sciences, but in the Prange Collection, social science materials exceed the
humanities. Thanks to Prof. Prange’s foresight and intelligence, valuable original materials from the post-
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war history of Japan have been permanently preserved in the Prange Collection in the Hornbake Library of
the Univeristy of Maryland, College Park, MD, with easy accessibility for visiting library users by subway
from the U.S. capital, Washington, D.C. These are essential research materials for the study of a literacy
history of post-war Japan.
Aside from the above-mentioned national and state institutions that acquired Japanese materials from
confiscation under the administration of the Occupation authorities in Japan, other private and state
university libraries acquired their Japanese collections through purchase.
Stanford University, a prominent private institution in California, started collecting Japanese materials by
opening the Tokyo Office of the Hoover Institution and Library right after the Pacific War. Herbert Clark
Hoover (1874-1964), then assistant professor at Stanford, first established the Hoover Library in 1919. It
was reorganized in 1946 and expanded to be a research institution of public policy. It is now a prominent
private peace research institution and is officially called the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and
Peace, and is named for Herbert Hoover, the thirty-first President of the United States (1929-1933). The
total holdings of the Stanford Japanese Collection as of June 2007 was approximately 180,000 volumes.
Stanford built up the Japanese collection of their Hoover Institution by collecting through their Tokyo
Office. It is mainly social sciences materials in political science, economics, sociology, and cultural
anthropology—books, journals, newspapers, documents, films and other visual materials collected from
both right-wing and left-wing organizations. It is noteworthy that they even collected Kamishibai (street
theater for children) and school textbooks, which were useful for a literacy study on juvenile education of
Japanese boys and girls in the post-war period. Japanese people who experienced the Pacific War have
fond memories of Herbert Hoover, because it was he who saved their lives in the difficult period. Right
after the War, Hoover toured Japan. Observing the serious shortages of food and clothing, he quickly made
an arrangement with the US government to send supplies of the needed goods to rescue war-worn Japan in
1947. A primary school meals program also was begun in the same year, which saved many malnourished
children. His initiative was remembered with much appreciation by Japanese as the program of the
Government Aid and Relief in Occupied Areas (GARIOA). He wrote inspection tour reports very critical of
the Allied occupation policy, which resulted in realizing the above rescue program for the war-battered
Japanese people. Despite their lives of great hardship, many Japanese who were cut off from reading
because of the war eagerly went to look for books in second-hand book stores in the Kanda Book District of
Tokyo as soon as the war was over. This story has been told from the immediate post-war days to today
and shows the intense appetite of Japanese for knowledge. This deserves special mention in the history of
literacy in post-war Japan.
The University of California at Berkeley, a state-run institution, first organized a co-operative acquisition
system of Japanese books with their neighboring academic institutions such as Stanford and others located
in the same West Coast region. Avoiding duplication as much as possible, they tried to build up their
Japanese collection focusing on history and literature, with particular emphasis on classical Japanese
literature. They successfully increased their holdings by purchasing the former collections of the Mitsui
Library—100,000 volumes of Chinese, Japanese, and Korean classics as well as Edo maps—which were on
sale by Mitsui & Company through the dispersal of Japanese big industries as one of the Allied Powers postwar reform policies for Japan. The total holdings of the Japanese collections (June 2007) at the University
of California Berkeley C.V. Starr East Asian Library was about 360,000 volumes.
The East Asian Library of the University of Pittsburgh received a donation in 2003 of approximately 65,000
volumes of Japanese books on Japanese banking, finance and economy in the twentieth century from
Sumitomo-Mitsui Bank, Tokyo. The books had been originally collected by the former Mitsui Bank for their
Institute of Banking and Financial Research (est. in 1928). This donation enhanced not only Pittsburgh’s
holdings but also whole collections on Japanese Studies in the US, in particular works of pre-WW II
materials in the social sciences. American collections of Japanese books have always favored the
humanities; therefore, this donation helped achieve a balance. In this sense, this can be evaluated as a
high point in the ―Literacy History‖ of the Japanese collections in the US. Sachie Noguchi, former
Japanese Bibliographer at Pittsburgh (presently at Columbia), made arduous efforts to realize this big
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project of the Mitsui donation. The total holdings of the University of Pittsburgh Japanese Collections as of
June 2007 was approximately 120,000 volumes.
There are many other institutions which also have major Japanese Collections (statistics as of June 2007),
such as Harvard (295,000 vols.), Michigan (290,000 vols.), Columbia (278,000 vols.), Yale (251,000 vols.),
Chicago (209,000 vols.), Hawaii (128.000 vols.), and Ohio State (106,000 vols.), which because of limited
space I will omit. Among them, the University of Michigan established their Okayama Field Station, 195055, similar to Stanford’s Tokyo Office, and vigorously collected Japanese research materials. Those who
are interested in these institutions should refer to Prof. Atsuhiko Wada’s Shomotsu no Nichi-Bei kankei1.
In summing up the previous paragraphs, one common characteristic of a literacy history is that each of the
Japanese collections in the United States was built up mainly by the effort of a Japanese librarian through
making painstaking book selection within a limited annual budget over many years since 1945. This is the
main acquisition method of any Japanese library regardless its mother institution’s status, national, state,
or private. The other way of increasing the holdings of the Japanese collections in the US—through
military acquisitions from Occupied Japan and major donations from Japanese organizations—were
occasional and minor events from an overall point of view.
3) Establishment of The Japan Library School
Mr. Don Brown, Head of the Information Division of the Civil Information and Education Section at the GHQSCAP, whose duties were concerned with publication and libraries, made the initial proposal to open a
library school in post-war Japan because at that time library education for professional librarians at the
university level did not exist. In April 1951 the Japan Library School14 (JLS) was successfully established at
Keio University with financial assistance from the GHQ-SCAP, teaching support from North American faculty
members, and course materials and library resources supplied by the American Library Association, with
Japanese staff members and using the school facilities of Keio University. This can be seen as an
educational reform among the democratization policies of the post-war Japan by the GHQ-SCAP. However,
behind it we can see a long-range post-war information strategy of the U.S. Government to solve a national
security issue from the last war, i.e. a lack of Japanese information resources. Such concomitant
circumstances can be interpreted from a literacy history perspective. Many graduates of the JLS are now
working or formerly worked at Japanese libraries in the United States. This shows the success of the longrange national information policy intended by the US Government with regard to the establishment of the
Japanese collections in the USA. The author is one of these JLS graduates. Mr. Eizaburo Okuizumi,
Japanese Librarian at the University of Chicago is a JLS graduate, as well. He described the opening
ceremony15 of the JLS in a journal interview, which I quote below:
In early 1950 the GHQ-SCAP planned to open a library school in Japan in order to produce
professional librarians for new American style open-stack libraries to be built in various cities
all across Japan. Among a few candidate institutions, Keio was selected as the best possible one.
Support from the State Department and the Defense Department (Pentagon) was vital in funding
as well as were teaching materials and faculty from the American Library Association.
According to JLS records, the national anthem of the USA was played by a US military band
at the opening ceremony of the JLS.
Playing the national anthem symbolized a celebration prelude/overture of inaugurating the ship of the
post-war US national information policy and also best wishes for future successful development of her
Japan –American line.
4) Foreign Bibliophiles’ Book Collections on Japan and the Japanese
Some of the Japanese collections located overseas are legacies of former private collections of long-time
foreign residents in Japan who loved collecting books on Japan and the Japanese. A few such good book
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collections are those of William E. Griffis (1843-1928), English teacher in the Japanese Government service
(Oyatoi Gaikokujin), now kept by the Special Collections Division of Rutgers University Library, New Jersey;
the Hawley Collection at the University of Hawaii in Honolulu, which is composed of books on the Ryukyu
Islands (Okinawa) originally collected by Frank Hawley (1906-1961); private documents of Sir Ernest Satow
(1843-1929), British Minister to Japan during the early Meiji period (1868-1912), now at the Public Record
Office in London, and the Japanese classical books collected by him and now kept by Cambridge University
Library; the Chamberlain Collection of Basil Hall Chamberlain (1850-1935), author of Things Japanese:
Being Notes on Various Subjects Connected with Japan (1890) and Practical introduction to the study of
Japanese writings ( Moji no shirube) (1905), kept by Aichi University of Education, Kariya City; the Siebold
Collections, composed of many Japanese traditional stitched-binding books, fine art objects of Japan, and
samples of Japanese fauna and flora, which were originally collected by Franz von Siebold (1796-1866)
while he was serving on Dutch Trading House at Nagasaki as its medical officer, and which are now on
display at Siebold Huis in Leiden, Netherland. Other old Japanese materials collected by early Jesuit
missionaries (1549-1630) from Portugal and Spain, and also by foreign teachers engaged by the Japanese
Government in the Meiji period (1868–1912), who were from Europe and the U.S.A., are scattered and their
whereabouts are not well known. The literacy history research on these collections has not yet been
conducted. In particular, whereabouts of the Japanese Collections located in East Europe, Scandinavia,
and the far eastern areas of Russia are unknown, although some history books have noted limited existence
of Japanese books in these countries since the eighteenth century. Fact-finding field research on these
Japanese collections is expected to be conducted by young scholars and librarians in the future.
As for a typical book-lover’s collection on Japan (mainly in English) by an American and preserved in Japan,
the Don Brown Collection16-18 is a good example. The collection has been well taken care of at Yokohama
Kaiko Shiryokan (Yokohama Archives of History). Don Beckman Brown (1905-1980) was a long-time foreign
resident in Japan. In the pre-war days he was active as a journalist of The Japan Advertiser, one of a few
English language newspapers for foreigners residing in Japan. During the Pacific War period he was
engaged in producing anti-Japan war posters at the United States Office of War Information to be used as a
psychological war strategy against the Japanese people. In the post-war days he served as Head of the
Information Division of the Civil Information and Education Section for the GHQ-SCAP. He was also
President of the Asiatic Society of Japan (ASJ) as well as Editor-in-Chief of its Transactions of ASJ for many
years. The journal was established at the Yokohama Foreign Settlement in 1871 with the aforementioned
Ernest Satow and B. H. Chamberlain as editors. Since Don Brown was an avid collector of books on Japan
and the Japanese written in English, from a point of view of a literacy history, it is worth noting the value
of his book collection and archives.
In the early Showa period (around 1925) Jiro Shirasu also was working as a reporter of The Japan Advertiser,
predecessor of the present The Japan Times. He was a Cambridge graduate and once served on the Liaison
Office of the Foreign Ministry between the Japanese Government and the GHQ-SCAP. He was a perfect
speaker of Oxbridge English and played an important role as a special adviser to then Foreign Minister,
Shigeru Yoshida and also a liaison officer with GHQ, when the post-war new constitution of Japan was
being made in 1946-47. Since he went to England to study right after graduation from middle school in
Kobe, his Japanese was not ever fluent, but his King’s English was perfect. There was an interesting
episode that, when he was negotiating with GHQ, one of their high American officials praised his excellent
command of British English, upon which Mr. Shirasu responded to him that you could also master it if you
try hard. He was a man of discipline and also one of a rare few with such English language ability among
Japanese in the post-war days.
As described previously, Don Brown was an initiator and planner of the Japan Library School (JLS). I
inquired of the Yokohama Archives of History about any historical documents and/or records with regard to
the opening of JLS in their Brown Collection. However, their reply was negative. One of the urgent items
of post-war US national information policy was to build up Japanese collections and to employ professional
librarians able to handle Japanese language materials, an aspect of literacy history learned from their
bitter experience of very limited Japanese information resources during the Pacific War. Brown often
discussed this with his long-time friend, Robert E. Kingery, a librarian at New York Public Library. From
the correspondence19 between them, researchers can deduce the outline of the above national information
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plan of the USA. Furthermore, behind Brown’s initiation of a library school in Japan we can see the longrange national intelligence strategy of the US government. This also is significant in a literacy history, in
which it is important to analyze ongoing facts and events to identify what is hidden under the surface.
5) Japanese Collections located Overseas under Japanese Legal Administration
The present status of the many Japanese collections once located in overseas territories under Japanese
legal administration in the pre-war period, such as South Saghalien (Sakhalin) (1907-45), Manchuria (193245), Kwantung Leased Territory (1905-45), Chosen (Korea) (1910-45), Taiwan (1895-1945), and South Seas
(Pacific) Islands such as Northern Mariana, Parao, Marshall, Micronesia under mandate by the League of
Nations (1920-45), is unclear. Little research has been done on them yet. Some known cases are discussed
below.
The South Manchurian Railway Company Ltd. (Mantetsu, 1906-45) originally built up its Central Library at
Hoten (Shenyang) in the pre-war days; the complete collection of a variety of Mantetsu publications has
been reorganized in the post-war era as the Mantetsu Historical Archives at Changchun by the Academy of
Social Sciences of Jilin Province, People's Republic of China (PRC). The Research department of Mantetsu,
which published most of these printed materials in the Collection, was considered at that time to be the
first class think-tank dealing with a wide range of subjects in economics, political science, commerce,
sociology, history, culture as well as science, technology and medicine of China, Japan, Korea, Manchuria,
Mongolia and Russia in the first half of the twentieth century. An incomplete collection of Mantetsu
publications can be found in the following libraries: LC, Washington, D.C., NDL, Tokyo (Microfilm edition of
LC's collection), Mantetsu Archives at Dalian of the Academy of Sciences, PRC, Heilongjiang Provincial
Library at Ha’erbin and Tianjin City Library. This present situation of the Mantetsu Collection well proves
its significant historical literacy value in China, Japan and the U.S.A.
However, detailed research by Japanese librarians and scholars on the status quo (quantity and structure)
of these former Japanese collections is still wanting. Likewise, Japanese research has yet to be done in
fieldwork of literacy history on government, academic, and commercial publications in these areas, as well
as the libraries that collected them. As preliminary research in this area, the author has tried to learn the
pre-war state condition of South Saghalien (Sakhalin) through searches on Google, with the following
results: As of 1941: Population, 400,000; Media: 13 newspapers and several radio stations; Education, 1
Medical College, 2 Teacher’s Colleges, 6 Boy’s High Schools, 8 Girl’s Junior High Schools, many Primary
Schools, etc. From these statistics, we can conclude that the social structures for daily lives in terms of
Japanese literacy were well established.
Further research on social condition of South Saghalien (Sakhalin) could lead to the discovery of various
commercial and industrial activities relating to literacy history there. For instance, the main industry of
Saghalien was pulp and paper making by utilizing deposits of local coniferous forests, which reseeded
themselves every 30-40 years. They supplied pulp and paper products to print and publication companies,
media and advertisement agencies, distribution companies, educational organizations, community centres
and libraries, and so on. From this we can see that paper and literacy are closely associated. The Japanese
population of other overseas areas was larger than that of Saghalien except for the South Pacific Islands,
and dissemination of Japanese language and literacy were sufficient. Research on literacy histories of
libraries, museums, and fine arts galleries are expected to be conducted at the same time. Then, a wide
perspective of the development of the Japanese language communication community in the pre-war days
will be able to be culturally identified in a literacy history.
If historical field research on positive aspects of social infrastructure such as railroads, highways, dams,
generation of electricity, power lines, telephone and telegram lines, city planning, education facilities and
so on, that Japan once constructed in her overseas territories from 1895 to 1945, is jointly conducted with
people of each country today in the historical context of reconciliation for the past and peace-making for
the future, new mutual understanding and good-will will be firmly established.
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We really hope that young lovers of learning, Japanese or non-Japanese, with fresh constructive minds,
will take up the challenge of these new projects. Then we can expect to see a light at the end of a long
tunnel of the last war one day in the future, when there will be a new development and prospering of
literacy history as well as a realization of a peacefully co-existing world community through a literacy
history.
6) E.H. Norman, a Canadian diplomat and a Japanologist
Lastly I would like to describe the E. H. Norman collection, a private collection of books and documents
which were donated to the UBC Library in 1961 as a bequest from the estate of the late Egerton Herbert
Norman (1907-1957), by his widow, Irene Norman. The gift was composed of approximately 200
monographs on Japan and the Japanese and about 450 unbound journals, half in English and half in
Japanese. Irving K. Barber Learning Centre (formerly UBC Main Library) houses English monographs and
periodicals, and Norman’s letters and other archival materials are kept in its Rare Book and Special
Collections Room20. The Asian Library houses Norman’s collection of Japanese books and journals.
E. H. Norman, the second son of a Canadian missionary, was born in Nagano, Japan, and grew up playing
freely with Japanese country children. He was a lover of peace with deep affection for lesser-known
people. He became an outstanding Canadian diplomat and a prominent Japanologist. Immediately after
the war, in August 1946, Norman was posted to Tokyo as Head of the Canadian Liaison Mission (later he
became Minister). At the same time he was appointed to work for the Counter Intelligence Corps of the
GHQ-SCAP as Head of its Research and Analysis Section. Unfortunately, when he was serving as Canadian
Ambassador to Egypt, on April 4 1957, he committed suicide, a victim of McCarthyism, which destroyed
many intellectuals in North America in the late 1950s, because of his academic interest in Marxism and his
participation in student movements at Cambridge in the 1930s. Later, the Canadian government gave
Norman an official examination and declared that he was loyal to his mother country. The complete
works21 of E.H. Norman in Japanese was published by Iwanami Shoten, Tokyo, in 1989 in four volumes. As
yet no complete version of Norman’s English works has been published. In 1979, responding to an inquiry
from Prof. Roger Bowen, an authority on E.H. Norman, regarding Japanese books that once belonged to
him, I compiled a list22 of about 100 volumes of books in Japanese donated by the Norman Family
(about 80 % Japanese history, 10 % Japanese economy and 10% Japanese law and politics). If the list is
useful to any researchers on Norman, a copy of it is available from the Rare Books and Special Collections
Room at UBC. If a researcher would examine books from Norman’s former private collection and archives
more carefully, I am sure that they could make new discoveries about Norman’s literacy from his works,
judging from the heavily used condition and multiple notes and comments jotted on pages and in the
margins of many of his former books. It may lead to a new research field of literacy history.
Norman’s first book, Japan’s Emergence as a Modern State 23 (1940), based on his PhD thesis at Columbia,
was a valuable academic work, which reflected his profound analysis and interpretation of Japan. Prof.
John Dower, an American scholar of Japanese history at MIT, has said in his book 24 that Norman’s book
― . . .was courteously shelved by his American successors and was ignored and little used in the classroom
by some American universities during the McCarthy period in the 1950s,‖ a sad Cold War chapter on
politicized scholarship in the U.S. As a librarian I regret that such censorship of an academic work ever
happened in a democratic country like the United States. In Canada Norman’s book has been highly
evaluated in academic institutions, and UBC Press re-published the 60th year anniversary edition25 of his
Emergence in 2000. Here we can see a big chasm between Canada and the US concerning a literacy
perception of Norman’s first scholastic book.
The ultimate goal of librarians who are engaged in collecting, preserving, and providing books is to
eventually contribute to the peaceful co-existence of world peoples through free distribution of knowledge
and information as the result of human creativity and intelligence. We librarians believe that this would
be a new development of literacy history with its many facets of publication, media, books and reading,
free expression and communication.
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7) Japanese Collections in Canada２６
Major Japanese collections in Canada are found at the University of Toronto (U of T) and the University of
British Columbia (UBC). The Cheng Yu Tung East Asian Library at U of T has the largest collection (167,000
vols.) and the Asian Library of UBC has the second largest (148,000 vols.) 27-28 as of June 2007. UBC is the
Canadian depository centre of Japanese Government Publications (JGP), and is one of 15 full depository
libraries of JGP in the world designated by the National Diet Library (NDL) in Tokyo, Japan. This depository
designation is based on reciprocal international exchange of the central government publications of each
country involved in this program. The NDL was granted the same status as a full depository library of the
Canadian federal government publications printed in her official languages, English and French. In North
America, the Library of Congress is the only other such full depository of JGP. Bibliothèque et Archives
Nationales du Quebec at Montreal in Canada and the State of California in the U.S.A set up a gift exchange
program of their provincial and state publications with selected JGP between them and the NDL.
According to guidelines of the exchange, Centre d’etudes de l’Asie de l’Est, Universite de Montreal (UM),
and the C.V. Starr East Asian Library of the University of California Berkeley were assigned to receive
shipments of selected JGP from the NDL, Tokyo. Since the mid-1970s Centre d’etudes de l’Asie de l’Est,
Universite de Montreal (UM) has been building up its Japanese Collection (approx. total 17,000 volumes:
7,000 vols. in Japanese and 10,000 vols. in English and French as of 2009) with the help of Japanese
librarians with French language ability dispatched by the National Diet Library, Tokyo. Since their
University’s official language is French, their Japanese books must also be processed according to their
French system (Romanization and assigning subject headings). In the literacy history of North America,
where English is dominant, the presence of these Japanese items catalogued in French is unique. For this
reason they need assistance from the NDL. One of a dozen such NDL librarians up to the present time is
Norihiro Kato29, who served at UM from 1978 to 1982 and was a regular attendant of the AAS-CEAL annual
conference during that time. Later he became an academic and also a topnotch literature critic. He is
now teaching modern Japanese literature at the School of International Liberal Studies of Waseda
University. He has been active as a Japanese literature critic at the same time and has been a recipient of
the prominent Ito Sei Award of Literature Criticism and several other similar awards. He also was in charge
of the Bungei Jihyo [Comments Column on Contemporary Literature] of Asahi Shinbun, one of five leading
national newspapers in Japan, from April 2006 to March 2008 and is the author of about thirty books. The
spring of 2009 he was in residence at Princeton University as a visiting Professor of contemporary Japanese
literature. Seen from a literacy history perspective, his movement from a being librarian to a faculty
member is an example of a constructive intercourse between these two academic fields both intimately
involved with books and reading. It should also encourage more co-operative interdisciplinary research and
study between them in the coming years.

Closing Remarks
What is a primary reason that the national library of each country in the world such as the Library of
Congress in the USA, the British Library in the UK, and the National Diet Library of Japan, collects not only
their own country’s publications but also foreign books published in other countries and builds up each of
their national collections? The first purpose is to accumulate enough information resources for the benefit
of their own citizens and to utilize them for the development and prosperity of their own countries. The
second purpose is to establish an international global community through the presentation of information
about each country’s culture and science and also to promote mutual understanding and good will. Global
international exchange programs of government publications are based upon this goal.
This rule also can be applied to the justification of the existence (raison d’étre) of Japanese collections
built overseas. Thus, pondering the significance of Japanese collections located abroad is a noteworthy
approach in a literacy history. In this paper I have analyzed concrete cases of literacy history. Further
detailed literacy history studies await the investigation of many more librarians and scholars. We hope
that such interdisciplinary, cooperative research will prove fruitful.
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When I had nearly finished writing a draft of this paper, I happened to encounter the book Popular Literacy
in Early Modern Japan30-31 by Richard Rubinger. Because of limitations of space in this paper, I cannot go
into detail about this interesting, stimulating book. However, I found the following points made by the
author with regard to a literacy history contrary to my own study. Rubinger claims that though it is
commonly asserted that there was a high rate of literacy in Japan in the early modern period (1600-1912),
in fact the figures do not necessarily support such a conclusion, because rudimentary literacy did not
spread everywhere in Japan, and pockets of illiteracy always remained, although he admitted that basic
education had reached even poor farmers in remote regions through the medium of Temple Schools. This
raises a question about the generally recognized historical notion of the ―high literacy‖ of Edo commoners
and deeming this a significant factor contributing to building up the modern Japanese state in the Meiji era
(see the paragraph beginning at the bottom of page 21), with which I agree. I hope that future research on
a literacy study of Japan will be able to clear up this debated aspect of Japanese literacy.
What I have written above are my brief thoughts 32 as a librarian on a literacy history of Japanese
Collections located overseas, mainly those in North America. As for the Collections to be found in Asia,
Europe, and the Southern Hemisphere, I hope upcoming researchers will investigate and make reports
about them in the near future. Comments and suggestions from all are welcome.
As can be learned from the example of Norihiro Kato, from now on CEAL should encourage our scholar
librarians to make more bridges between librarians and faculty and to promote further interactive
academic exchanges between them. These make more work for busy scholar librarians, but it is an
honorable and necessary service. In administration, too, CEAL used to have a faculty member on its
executive committee in the early 1970s. Faculty members have been invited to sit on the standing
committee of the North American Coordinating Council on Japanese Library Resources (NCC) since its
establishment in the 1980s. CEAL also has always invited scholars to its annual conference, e.g. Atsuhiko
Wada was a guest speaker at the 2008 meeting.
In closing, judging from my conversation with Norihiro Kato, and books by Richard Rubinger and Atsuhiko
Wada on literacy history, I foresee that the study of literacy history from now on will be expanded into all
the fields of human intellectual activities, compared to the present limited category of ―library and
books.‖ I wish all who are involved in literacy history projects all the best for further development and
prosperity of their research and study.
Lastly, as you can see in the Notes below, I try to write in both English and Japanese as much as possible,
following the Canadian national multi-language policy. This is a good practice in the literacy history of
multi-ethnic and multi-cultural Canada.
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NCC in 3D:
CEAL AND THE NCC COMPARED1
Kristina K. Troost

Duke University

This paper compares the Council on East Asian Libraries (CEAL) and the North American Coordinating
Council on Japanese Library Resources (NCC) in 3D – synchronically and diachronically. Originally written
as part of the planning for the NCC’s 3D (third decade) conference planned for March 2010, it examines the
origins and current foci of both organizations. Both CEAL and the NCC arose in response to increases in the
demand for library resources triggered by a dramatic expansion in faculty and programs. Both times
faculty were engaged in their creation, and foundations provided some of the financial support for their
activities. As of 2009, however, they have carved out different niches. This paper will examine the
differences between CEAL2 and the NCC in mission and structure, and assess the implications these
differences have for the future of the NCC.
The Council on East Asian Libraries is the fourth institutional expression of an idea conceived in June 1948
when, at a meeting of the American Library Association, a group of people interested in “Far Eastern”
libraries met to discuss problems of mutual interest and to form a committee, originally named the
National Committee on Oriental Collections in the U.S.A. and Abroad. 3 The first issue addressed was
cataloging; as Eugene Wu notes, “there were no national standards for cataloging Chinese, Japanese or
Korean material. Every library was on its own . . . there was even disagreement as to whether the main
entry should be by author or title.”4
While librarians dealt with the cataloging issues, in the late 50s and 60s, faculty and librarians were
concerned by the challenge of acquiring materials, particularly books published in China or needed for new
collections. CALFRE (Committee on American Library Resources on the Far East, CEAL’s immediate
predecessor) and AAS worked together to address this by establishing institutions to get books from China
and Taiwan; funding for these new organizations came from the American Council of Learned Societies and
the Council on Library Resources.5
Similar forces drove the founding of the NCC. It was a joint effort of faculty and librarians to address the
challenges posed by expanded needs for information, triggered by dramatic increases in the number of
Japanese Studies programs and the variety of fields that needed support. Yet while CEAL and the NCC
were both begun in response to structural problems, the causes were different. In the 1950s and 1960s,
East Asian libraries had faced structural difficulties in getting materials from China and Taiwan, but in the
late 1980s, the structural problem was that the ability of outside funders, the Japan Foundation and the
1

This paper was originally presented at the annual meeting of the NCC in Chicago, March 2009.

2

For the history of CEAL, I am particularly indebted to two articles by Eugene Wu, “Organizing for East Asian Studies in
the United States: The Origins of the Council on East Asian Libraries, Association for Asian Studies,” JEAL, no. 110 (Oct.
1996), pp. 1-14; and Eugene Wu, “CEAL at the dawn of the 21st century,” JEAL, no.121 (June 2000), pp. 1-12. For an
earlier account, see Edwin G. Beal, Jr. “The Committee on East Asian Libraries: A Brief History,” Appendix I,
Newsletter (Association for Asian Studies, Inc., Committee on East Asian Libraries) 41 (Sept. 1973), pp. 42-50.
3

Beal, pp. 42-

4

Wu, 2000, p. 3

5

Wu, 2000, p. 5-6. Later the ACLS and the SSRC funded a study of acquisitions from China, and the Center for Chinese
Research Materials was established under the auspices of ARL with grants from the Ford Foundation, the Andrew Mellon
Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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Japan United States Friendship Commission, to provide that support was diminishing at the same time that
more libraries were seeking support.6 Moreover, the types of libraries and faculty who needed materials
had changed. When CEAL and AAS had confronted the expansion of demands for access to information in
the 1960s, they had faced the challenge of helping major research universities build collections. By
comparison, the rapid expansion of Japanese Studies in the late 80s and early 90s went beyond research
universities and their libraries; the Japan Foundation’s study published in 1996 notes that Japanese Studies
programs had proliferated.7 There was a need to support Japanese studies specialists wherever they were.
Just as surveys had been made in the 1950s and 60s to assess the scope of the problem and identify
possible solutions, the Japan Foundation and the JUSFC undertook a number of studies and held
conferences to develop a plan for a new committee to address the needs for access to information about
Japan.8 A conference of faculty and librarians in June 1991 recommended the formation of a committee
which “would have to relate to CEAL but do more than CEAL; it must work exclusively on Japanese
materials. It must be multi-sponsored and have funding to be organized permanently in order to have
clout. It must include librarians from all tiers, as well as LOC (Library of Congress)” and “end users must
be on it.”9
The initial goals for the organization were to: “1) work with faculty and librarians in the field; 2) work
directly with funders; 3) help coordinate ongoing efforts at improving access to Japanese materials for
faculty and students in Japanese studies throughout the country; 4) develop strategies for resource sharing;
and 5) establish means for cooperative collection development on a national level.” 10
When one compares these goals with CEAL’s objectives as stated in the bylaws, there is considerable
overlap. CEAL’s objectives are: (a) to serve as a faculty-librarians' forum for the discussion of East Asian
library issues of common concern; (b) to formulate programs for the development of East Asian library
resources, bibliographic controls, and access; and (c) to improve and enhance interlibrary and international
cooperation in East Asian library development and services. 11
The most explicit difference is the connection between the NCC and the funders, the Japan Foundation and
the Japan United States Friendship Commission. In contrast to CEAL, not only were the funders involved in
its conception, but they have also remained actively involved. And rather than establishing new centers to
publish and acquire materials, the funding was used to create an organization to respond to changes in
information needs. Rather than providing information, the NCC has facilitated access to information by

6

See Committee Activities: III. Report of the Subcommittee on Japanese Materials. CEAL Bulletin, no. 93, 1991, pp.
33ff. Dr. Gangloff said, “In the meantime, conditions affecting the libraries changed considerably. For example, the
cost of books increased, the purchasing power of the dollar declined, technology advanced and the number of
applications of the new technology for accessing existing collections increased. In 1990, the Commission was faced
with grave financial problems in funding. Consequently, the Commission reviewed the situation and made an initial
decision to shift from support for direct acquisitions to support for resource sharing in applications of technology.”
7

“The number of institutions with a Japan specialist in 1995 [was] larger than the total number of Japan specialists in
1970!” Quoted from Japanese Studies in the United States: The 1990s (Japanese studies Series XXVI), the Japan
Foundation, 1996, p. 49, in Victoria Lyon Bestor, “The Founding of the NCC,” NCC Council Handbook, Section 1, p.1.
8

Victoria Lyon Bestor, “The Founding of the NCC,” NCC Council Handbook, Section 1, pp. 1-4.

9

Cited by Bestor, p.2.

10

Bestor, p. 2.

11

Quoted from current bylaws but the wording dates back to the 1980 revision of the bylaws which changed the second
objective from “for the improvement of library facilities” to the current focus on resources and access.
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teaching people how to find it, enhancing holdings in the U.S. while reducing duplication, and improving
access through interlibrary loan and digital licensing. 12
There are other differences; the NCC explicitly must include librarians from all tiers, while CEAL was for a
long time dominated by librarians from the large collections. More importantly, the NCC has been focused
on defining user needs and developing programs to meet those needs. At the time the NCC was founded,
CEAL did not have a Public Services Committee, and user needs were assumed to be understood rather than
solicited. Even more importantly, by contrast with CEAL’s focus on its membership of East Asian librarians,
the NCC’s focus has been on faculty and students throughout the country, including those without a library
or easy access to a library collection. The focus on “means” plus stable leadership has led to
programmatic implementation, on building the institutions to enable cooperative collection development
over the long term.
To approach these differences systematically:
1.

Funding: Reliable and ongoing funding is the most significant difference between the NCC
and CEAL; in particular, the funding for an executive director provided by the Japan United States
Friendship Commission has allowed the NCC to achieve many things: 1) the multi-volume set
project; 2) numerous training workshops for librarians and faculty alike; 3) negotiations with Japan
on topics such as interlibrary loan, image protocols and digital resources; 4) the implementation of
the GIF project.
The executive director provides project management, office support,
organizational management and public relations. He/she writes grant proposals, gathers
information, coordinates the activities of the NCC and its committees and in general, provides both
the day-to-day support and the broad vision that has enabled the NCC to implement its ideas. The
focus has been on flexible infrastructure support that can adjust to changing needs. While, as in
CEAL and AAS, faculty and librarians donate their time, such time is finite because all have fulltime obligations and serve for three-year terms. An executive director allows the NCC to
accomplish more, faster than it would without one, and has meant that it has continued to develop
new programs and undertake new initiatives while continuing the best old ones. Additionally the
support from the Commission and, until recently the Japan Foundation, for two regular meetings of
the NCC have allowed the NCC to do more, faster simply because it met twice a year rather than
once a year. The amount that the NCC has accomplished since 1991 is remarkable, and is due in
large part to the support provided by the funders for its activities, in particular, for an executive
director and biannual meetings of the council.

2.

Foundation support: The Japan Foundation and the Friendship Commission have provided
not only financial support but also connections, credibility and official standing. The Japan
Foundation’s ties to the NCC have opened doors in Japan, and the NCC’s ties to the JUSFC and its
sister organization CULCON were of great benefit in the establishment of the Global ILL Framework
and continues to facilitate work with Japanese organizations.

3.

National/International Focus: Another aspect of foundation support has been the focus on
building national collections rather than local ones. This was seen in the revisions to the Japan
Foundation guidelines in 1991 and in the guidelines for the MVS project, which is funded by the
Commission. As a result, there has been less duplication of titles throughout the United States,
while ensuring the availability of expensive research materials not easily obtainable from Japan.
The NCC provides a structure; librarians and faculty do the work, and the Commission makes it
possible.

4.

Faculty involvement: While CEAL was originally a faculty- librarian’s forum, faculty have
not been active participants in CEAL for over two decades. 13 The NCC bylaws and history make

12

This difference is due, at least in part, to changes in the environment in which libraries operate. While in the 1950s
and 1960s, there was no shared online bibliographic database to facilitate interlibrary loan nor was interlibrary loan as
efficient as it presently is–-both of these factors promoted duplication–-the NCC is increasingly operating in a digital
world where information is widely shared and interlibrary loan is easy.
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clear the important role faculty (and other end users) are to play: “The membership shall
represent insofar as possible library and user interests, including representatives from currently
functioning organizations concerned with library and scholarly issues in Japanese studies, and
librarians and scholars from major, as well as from second and/or third tier, academic
institutions.”14 This active involvement of faculty has led directly to a number of initiatives,
including access to NACSIS before there was NACSIS webcat, online reference (AskEASL), ILL in the
U.S. and with Japan, the Image Use Protocol Task Force, and even the creation of CEAL’s public
services committee. The MVS project, with its requirements for free ILL, letters of support from
faculty and for publicity show a commitment to the involvement of end-users. Early efforts to
expand recon and current efforts at training have involved both faculty and librarians. As Sachie
Noguchi notes in her article on faculty involvement in the NCC, faculty “involvement has been vital
for the NCC activities. . . librarians received a different kind of input from faculty while librarians
educated faculty about library functions and issues that they have not previously understood.” 15
5.

Membership: The NCC includes one representative from Japan, who has served as the
official liaison between the NCC and the library community in Japan, as well as representatives
from the Library of Congress and ARL. By comparison, while members of LC have been active in
CEAL, and have occasionally served on various committees, this practice has not been
institutionalized, unlike the NCC bylaws which require such participation.16 The official nature of
the roles of these members as representatives of various organizations has made it possible for NCC
projects to be national in scope and application. For example, because the charge for the
Japanese representative is as liaison to the library community in Japan, s/he has played an
important role between the NCC and various organizations, whether in establishing the GIF project
or in the current Image Use Protocol task force. The NCC also benefited in the past from ARL
support on a number of initiatives, most particularly the ILL initiatives. ARL garnered the support
of library directors and ensured the participation of interlibrary loan departments in the U.S.; it
also facilitated the discussions with OCLC on the adoption of the ISO protocol for interlibrary loan,
without which electronic communication between OCLC and NACSIS and payment through IFM
would not have been possible.17 These initiatives took national leadership and cooperation, and
the connection with various national organizations (ARL, ANUL, NII, NDL) was invaluable.

13

The last faculty to serve on CEAL were Vivienne Shue who represented CIAC and Chae-Jin Lee who was appointed as
an at-large representative. At the end of their terms, Vivienne wrote a letter to the then Chair, Karl Lo, suggesting
that there was no need for faculty representation as “the flow of business between the two bodies” was very small,
[emphasis added] and that “other area councils do not necessarily maintain representatives on the CEAL executive
committee.” She continues that “…the two committees should approach each other freely and directly for
consultation, advice and coordination on and any all issues of mutual concern, as the need arose.” 31 July 1986.
14
Bylaws of the North American Coordinating Council on Japanese Library Resources, last revised January 16, 2009.
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/bylaws.html. Accessed March 16, 2009.
15

“Faculty involvement in the North American Coordinating Council on Japanese Library Resources (NCC): The
Background,” Journal of East Asian Libraries, 124 (June 2001), p. 25.
16

“…including at least three from major national associations with an interest in Japanese information, identified by
the Council as a whole, and originally including the American Advisory Committee (AAC) to the Japan Foundation, the
Association of Research Libraries (ARL), the Council on East Asian Libraries (CEAL), the Northeast Asia Council (NEAC)
of the Association for Asian Studies, and the Library of Congress, but not limited to those organizations.”
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/bylaws.html#membership. Accessed March 16, 2009.
17

This project also benefited from the NCC’s ties to the JUSFC. The JUSFC is also the US Secretariat for CULCON, the
US-Japan Conference on Cultural and Educational Interchange. In the past, the NCC has assisted CULCON with working
groups, especially the CULCON Information Access Working Group which has completed its work. The NCC’s Global ILL
Framework is an important bi-national collaborative project that grew directly from work through CULCON .
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6.

Areas of overlap: Similarities and differences
a.

Training. For the past two decades, the NCC has assumed responsibility for
training Japanese Studies librarians and faculty. As is still the case for the Chinese and
Korean Materials Committees, training of junior librarians was once done by CEAL’s
Japanese materials committee. The difference between CEAL and NCC training initiatives,
as I see it, has been partly one of quantity but more importantly of focus – the NCC has
required that all participants conduct workshops for faculty, not just at their own
institution but regionally or nationally. The focus has been a national one, targeted to the
end user, not just the librarian.

b.

Digital Resources/Working with Publishers and Vendors. The presence of the
NCC has led to a more systematic and national approach to these issues. A comparison
with Chinese and Korean Studies illustrates the benefits of one voice supported by national
foundations: Korean collections have the Korean Collections Consortium, which is
supported by the Korea Foundation and modeled after the NCC; the KCC has negotiated
pricing for Korean databases that benefit any library interested in subscribing. Chinese
collections do not have a national organization, and each library or consortium must cut its
own deal.

c.

Programmatic Planning. CEAL operates on the basis of three year terms, and most
planning is done on those cycles. This allows considerable autonomy to each chair, but
assessment and long-term planning are often overlooked. By comparison the NCC had a
conference in 2000 that looked both back 18 and forward. Its goal was to identify new
directions for the NCC, and it is currently planning a conference for 2010, called the 3-D or
Third decade conference.

In sum, while the objectives of CEAL and the NCC have considerable overlap, there are significant
differences. While both organizations foster cooperation, for the NCC it is more than just cooperation.
The NCC is predicated on the idea that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts; the synergy gained
from cooperation allows the NCC to do more than any institution can do alone, and its activities have a
national goal rather than a local one.
Over time, the NCC’s focus has changed from collection building to infrastructure support, and from
training librarians to creating programs for faculty and students that open the door to Japanese
information, but the common thread has been the development and implementation of projects based on
user needs, such as collaborations with vendors of digital resources and the owners of rights to visual
images for teaching, research and publication. Its charge is to be pro-active, to identify needs in the
scholarly community and develop strategies to address them. Its official role as spokesman for North
American Japanese collections, the continuity of its leadership, faculty participation, and the ongoing
support provided by the Japan United States Friendship Commission are central to its ability to achieve its
goals and are what differentiate it from CEAL.

18

Kristina Kade Troost, “From Hoover to 2000: An Assessment.” Paper delivered at the Year 2000 Conference, San
Diego, March 6-7, 2000.
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INTEGRATION OF CHINESE DIGITAL RESOURCES IN AN ENGLISH ENVIRONMENT:
STATUS-QUO AND PROSPECT1

Xiuying Zou

University of Pittsburgh

Introduction
It is very important to integrate Chinese digital resources into a library’s English platform, resources and
services. The reason is self-evident: since users demand one search for all relevant resources, regardless
the languages, the so-called one stop shopping, then the library has an obligation to fulfill that demand.
On the other hand, integration of Chinese digital resource into a library’s English platform is not an easy
task because it is full of uncertainties and circumstances beyond the control of East Asian libraries.
Integration depends on the policy of the central library and its plan to purchase or develop such a system
capacity. Currently there are two kinds of integration mechanisms for resources: federated search
engines for journal articles, and next generation OPACs that combine book and article search into one
platform. Both are software/applications as well as services that are provided by third parties other than
libraries themselves.
At the Summer Institute for Chinese Studies Librarianship held at the University of Washington from July 19
to August 1 2009, three sessions were devoted to developing electronic Chinese collections and services in
the academic library, and one session was devoted to user services for Chinese digital resources and
integration of digital resources. Dr. Xiao Long’s lectures discussed three types of resource integrations: 1.
Subject navigation(学科导航), in which resources under the same subject area are integrated into one
search platform; 2. Metadata / bibliographic integration in which metadata of various resources, formats
and languages are integrated into the local OPAC; 3. Cross-platform integration that enables users to
simultaneously search databases and platforms of different systems. 2 The theories and practices introduced
by Dr. Xiao have proven successful in Chinese academic libraries. What is the situation in American
academic libraries? Will practices in China apply with equal success in an English environment? In this
paper I will examine the status quo of all three types of resource integration in American academic
libraries, using as case studies the federated search engine (WebFeat) and major Chinese studies electronic
resources available through the University of Pittsburgh Library System.

Subject Navigation
Subject Navigation is a popular method for subject resource integration in Chinese academic libraries. It
provides one single search box for all available resources for the same subject, which means users can
simultaneously search multiple databases for the same subject. See below for a screen shot of the Subject
Navigation page of Peking University Libraries:3
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In American academic libraries, subject resource pages are similar to, but not as sophisticated as those in
Chinese academic libraries. American subject resource pages are usually of two types. In the first case,
only lists of databases under the same subject area are available. There is no search platform for users to
search across these databases. In other cases where a federated search engine is available, a subject
specific search platform exists, as is shown by the Zoom function available at the University of Pittsburgh
Library System website, which is provided by WebFeat. A screenshot of the federated search page of
Chinese Studies databases at the University of Pittsburgh library is shown below.4
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From the screenshot, we can see that major Chinese electronic resources such as APABI e-books,
Chinamaxx (SuperStar e-books), China Academic Journals, and China Data Online are listed, but some of
them are grayed out, which according to the explanation from library system analysts, is due to the search
engine’s lack of a translator for search terms in native languages. Because of this a federated search is not
possible. However, even for non-grayed out resources, such as China Academic Journals, a search by the
term “Chinese history” did not retrieve any results. All results are from English databases such as JSTOR
and Academic Search Premier.

Bibliographic / Metadata Integration
This phenomenon leads to the second issue in resource integration: bibliographic / metadata integration.
In an English environment where the searching language for most users is English, and where the system’s
capability to handle non-English languages is limited by many technical factors, it is imperative that
Chinese electronic resources contain access points in English, such as English keywords at the bibliographic
metadata level for e-books, and English abstracts for journal articles. To accommodate the lack of a
translator on the part of federated search software, transliteration (Pinyin in the case of Chinese
electronic resources) is also necessary. 5 For instance, there are not any English keywords in metadata
descriptions in APABI and SuperStar E-book databases, which make it almost impossible for users using
English search terms to find relevant Chinese e-books on federated search engine. For China Academic
Journals, although there are some English keywords and abstracts, there were no results at the article
level. This is probably due to the lack of Open URLs and other technical standards in Chinese databases.
This leads me to the third type of resource integration: cross-platform integration.
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System Inter-operability
Cross-platform integration depends on Chinese e-resources’ system interoperability with the English
platform; that is, whether the Chinese system supports relevant international standards, such as OpenURL,
Z39.50, SUR/SRW, and NISO standards, 6 whether it provides an open system with Web Services and
application programmer interfaces (API), whether it opens access to search engines and social networking
applications,7 and whether it adopts the same information retrieval algorithm. Among Chinese e-resource
system providers, WanFang Data has done a good job in developing OpenURLs to make its contents
searchable by web engines such as Google Scholar. China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) has
done a good job in developing such value-added features as citation manager and RSS feeds that have
become more and more indispensable for our users in an interconnected online research environment. 8
CNKI has also now realized the importance of integration and system interoperability. During the two-day
pre-institute symposium on CNKI standards and Chinese e-publishing, various presentations by CNKI
representatives reiterated the company’s aim of building an e-resource publishing platform that is
centered on users and resources, open to connections by other systems, and compatible with existing
international and national standards9.
Prospects
As mentioned above, the integration of Chinese electronic resources is important, but it is easier said than
done. In addition to the current limitations in standards and information retrieval conventions of the
Chinese databases themselves, there are other difficulties such as cultural and language barriers in
communicating the importance and needs of integration to the library system and limitations on staff time
and expertise, as well as financial and human resources. Ways we can work to change the situation include
effective communication with library system and administration to obtain their full support and
understanding of the unique issues facing East Asian library and its users, active involvement in the library
system’s decision-making regarding library service initiatives, communication with vendors on the
performance and feedback of their products, collaboration with vendors in their efforts to develop better
products based on international standards, and collaboration and sharing experiences with library
colleagues in China. Where there is a will, there is a way. With consistent efforts from all sides, we can
make integration into a reality.

NOTES

1 This paper is based on the final project the author conducted at the Summer Institute for Chinese Studies held JulyAugust 2008 at the University of Washington, Seattle, 2008. The author wishes to acknowledge the discussions with
group members and instructors for their ideas and insights.
2 XIAO Long, “Description and Integration of Chinese Digital Resources,” power point presentation at the Summer
Institute for Chinese Studies Librarianship in the Electronic Environment, July 24, 2008.
3 The screenshot was captured from the Peking University Library website, November 2008,
http://www.lib.pku.edu.cn/portal/portal/media-type/html/group/pkuguest/page/new_sub_nvgt_db.psml.
4 The screenshot was captured from the University of Pittsburgh library website, November 2008,
http://wfxsearch.webfeat.org/clients/wfxupitt/azList.asp?cat=ChineseStudies.
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5 Sarah Elman, “Brief Comments on CNKI Current and New Platforms,” power point presentation at the Summer
Institute for Chinese Studies Librarianship in the Electronic Environment, July 19, 2008.
6 Jim Cheng, “Evolving Models of Digital Library Services: Major Issues,” power point presentation at the Summer
Institute for Chinese Studies Librarianship in the Electronic Environment, July 21, 2008.
7 Stuart L. Weibel, “China Academic Journals: Developing Information Standards for Greater Effectiveness,” power
point presentation at the Summer Institute for Chinese Studies Librarianship in the Electronic Environment, July 20,
2008.
8 Tao Yang, “Beyond Interfaces: A Usability Study of Chinese Journal Databases,” power point presentation at the
Council of East Asian Libraries annual conference, March 2007, available at Rutgers Community Repository,
http://mss3.libraries.rutgers.edu/dlr/TMP/rutgers-lib_22366-PDF-1.pdf (accessed May 7, 2009).
9 ZHANG Zhenhai, “Publication Platform Standard Design of CNKI Human and Social Science Literature,” power point
presentation at the Summer Institute for Chinese Studies Librarianship in the Electronic Environment, July 19, 2008.
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Meeting of the
North American Coordinating Council on Japanese Library Resources
January 16-17, 2009
202 Jones Hall, Princeton University
SUMMARY REPORT
Friday, January 16, 2009: Morning Session (9:00 to noon)
Please note that the full text of written reports can be found on the NCC Website at
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/minutes09January/minutes_09_january.html
Present: Tokiko Y. Bazzell (Chair), Keiko Yokota-Carter (Chair-Elect), Victoria Bestor (Executive Director),
Michael Bourdaghs, Martin Collcutt, Maureen Donovan, Hitoshi Kamada, Dawn Lawson, Robin LeBlanc,
Haruko Nakamura, Chiaki Sakai, Akio Yasue, and Peter Young. Observing: Izumi Koide, Mitsuko Shimomura,
and Chiharu Watsky.
Martin Collcutt, Professor of East Asian Studies and History at Princeton University and the Northeast Asia
Council (NEAC) Representative to the NCC, welcomed the Council on behalf of his colleagues. As part of
his welcoming remarks he also reported on the Northeast Asia Council of the AAS. Council members
thanked NEAC for their grant of $5,000 to support partial travel for faculty and students who took part in
the January 15, 2009 Faculty Forum, which preceded the NCC Meeting.
Reports from Funding Agencies:
Assistant Executive Director Margaret Mihori gave the Japan-United States Friendship Commission (JUSFC)
report. She distributed materials on behalf of the Commission, CULCON, and the Bridging Foundation. The
US-Japan Bridging Foundation continues to raise funds to support US undergraduates studying Japanese in
Japan.
All funding priorities can be found on the Commission’s website at http://www.jusfc.gov/. Funding
remains very tight due to the low interest rates and the current global economic climate. She stated that
the Commission has a new emphasis on programs that will focus on activities at the undergraduate level
that represent the interests of the field nationwide. She announced that the Commission would hold a
luncheon at AAS on Saturday March 28, 2009 in the Michigan Room at the Chicago Sheraton Hotel.
Council members discussed the widespread emphasis on undergraduate needs among their institutions.
Several reiterated their concerns about the marked decline in the percent of Japanese students as
compared with Chinese and Korean students. Several faculty members expressed their perception that the
number of Japanese coming to the US has even declined considerably in relation to US students going
abroad. In addition, in light of the current global economic crisis there are indications that the weak Won
is swaying Korean families from sending their children to secondary and higher education outside Korea.
Ms. Mihori mentioned that CULCON would hold a major symposium in Japan in June with a focus on the US
and Japan’s roles in Global Soft Power. The exact date has not yet been confirmed, but it is expected to
be in mid-June. NCC should send an update to both the CULCON secretariats on NCC activities. Council
members recommended that NCC’s update should report especially on the Global ILL Framework (GIF), the
Image Use Protocol project, Digital Resources advocacy, and expanded programs to work closely with
faculty and students at all levels to integrate digital resources more into the curriculum. It is important to
note that GIF grew from CULCON’s information access working group formed in 1995 and now has over 220
members in the US, Canada and Japan.
Faculty members asked how they might best go about expressing their own concerns and those of their
students to CULCON. In CULCON’s position paper there is reference to the need for exchange of curators,
but there is no reference to librarians. NCC might point out that it is delighted that curators are included
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and that the curation of print and digital collections is crucial. Also it should recommend that the term
“curator” be expanded to include curators of special collections of all kinds and that curators possess skills
and expertise to create access for broader groups of users. The role of the Image Use Protocol (IUP)
project and the importance of intellectual property dovetail well with CULCON plans. Margaret suggested
that faculty address comments and suggestions to CULCON to the Co-Chairs Ben (Minoru) Makihara and
Thierry Porté via email care of Pamela Fields, the Assistant Executive Director for CULCON at
pfields@jusfc.gov. NCC should reacquaint CULCON members with NCC’s mission and priorities in the same
way NCC must do with Japan Foundation now that they no longer send a representative to NCC Meetings.
Tokiko Bazzell then reviewed the written report from Isao Tsujimoto, Director General of the Japan
Foundation New York, which had previously been circulated to the Council. She also discussed changes in
the Japan Foundation’s representation at NCC Meetings. In the past a member of the Japan Foundation
American Advisory Committee sat on the Council as a full voting member. Beginning with this Princeton
meeting, the Japan Foundation will no longer send an AAC representative nor will a Japan Foundation staff
member attend the Council’s meetings. Japan Foundation staff will, however, attend programs that the
NCC and other grantees may offer, as they did at the NCC’s Faculty Forum that took place the previous day,
January 15, 2009. Tokiko briefly reported on her visit to the JFNY office with Keiko Yokota-Carter, ChairElect, and Dawn Lawson, Digital Resources Committee Chair. She reminded the JFNY office of the NCC’s
concern about the lack of librarian representation on the JF’s American Advisory Committee. At the
Honolulu meeting Veronica Taylor (JF-AAC representative) promised to raise the issue to the JF and JF-AAC.
Mr. Tsujimoto agreed to follow this up. Council Members asked that a letter be sent to the Foundation
encouraging the appointment of a librarian member to the American Advisory Committee in the future.
Council discussion turned to the Japan Foundation’s Institutional Project Support Program (IPS). At the last
NCC Meeting Japan Foundation AAC Chair Veronica Taylor spoke of the IPS’s need for grantees to provide
“clear deliverables” for JF funded programs. It is not yet clear what the definition of those deliverables
might be. The Japan Foundation’s report states that for IPS “priority should be given to projects that
contribute significantly to infrastructure building for the field; projects framed as partnerships or consortia
in a variety of forms.” This is exactly what the NCC does, and if the Japan Foundation seems still not to be
aware of that fact, yet further advocacy and PR about NCC is needed.
Discussion regarding the Japan Foundation’s suggestion that NCC should solicit support from Tanaka Ten
(TT) institutions made the following points:
 To be successful a TT strategy needs to be generated from JF; they are the only ones who have the
possible clout to induce TT institutions to buy into the strategy.
 If JF expects the TT universities to follow this strategy they need to express that clearly.
 NCC cannot directly approach TT institutions and simply ask them to support NCC.
 NCC needs to work with JF-AAC, and JF Tokyo; it must be done collaboratively to be effective.
 Tanaka Ten institutions reported a combined endowment of $114 million (prior to the decline).
The discussion concluded with the uniformly expressed note that in the current economic climate there is
no prospect of NCC getting substantial support from TT institutions. In addition the success of any future
attempt requires Japan Foundation’s active involvement in solicitations.
Further points generated by discussion of the Japan Foundation:
 JF needs to demonstrate to politicians what their funds are used for; therefore NCC needs to
provide them with short sound bites or talking points for politicians. These should include more
info on IUP, details of the Faculty Forum, etc.
 NCC should generate “fact sheets” for their use.
 NCC might provide its own definition of “soft power” and make its own recommendations about
directions in the field.
 We hear that JF plans to hold an “Asian” program directors meeting in Tokyo this summer. The
question was raised whether this is a separate meeting or if possibly this somehow refers to the
CULCON meeting in June in which JF will presumably have some funding role?
 NCC’s next IPS application is due to JFNY in mid-July, for what is called JF’s preliminary screening.
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To get smaller Japanese studies programs to take advantage of NCC activities, the NCC, the Japan
Foundation, and the JF Advisory Committee should team up. For example when a small
encouragement grant is awarded, grantees should be encouraged to participate in NCC programs
such as the Faculty Forum. NCC sent multiple invitations to the Faculty Forum to this year’s
encouragement grantees, but the response was disappointing (only 2 programs responded and only
1 sent a participant).

Specific recommendations related to NCC’s IPS application included:
 Develop programs facilitating access for undergraduates (future leaders of the field and nation)
 Provide more service to those who teach undergrads (the underserved)
 Clearly re-define who NCC’s customers are and broaden NCC’s Brand Recognition
 Redo website to target people who are not librarians
 Point out how much Japan is slipping behind China and Korea in access to data, statistics,
technically savvy distribution of resources (online, IP delivered, not old CD-ROMs and videos)
[provide some statistics for funders on what CK are doing in comparison to J vendors]
 Emphasize NCC’s need to focus on primary sources in English about Japan (early mandate)
 Include science, technology and medical information for the 21 st century
 Focus on new and open source venues such as Second Life (its Information Island), etc.
 Describe NCC’s mission in terms of “knowledge management services,” “content delivery services”
 Promote NCC’s success in facilitating the global information infrastructure.
Reports from NCC Representatives from Collaborating Organizations and Constituencies:
Peter Young, the new Chief of the Asian Division at the Library of Congress answered questions about LC’s
report. Council members were delighted to hear that LC and NDL have both agreed to join the World
Digital Library in cooperation with UNESCO. He briefly discussed the activities of LC’s library services unit,
which is under Deanna Marcum and constitutes ¾ of LC’s activities. He also spoke about the recent speech
of Ichiro Fujisaki, the Japanese Ambassador to the US, and circulated a copy of charts that summarize the
points about Japan that Mr. Fujisaki feels are essential for US citizens to understand. That model was
suggested as offering ideas for new ways for NCC to illustrate its activities.
Committee on Japanese Materials Chair Haruko Nakamura gave the report for the Council on East Asian
Libraries (CEAL). She particularly noted the recommendations of CEAL President Kristina Troost to
consider reorganizing the schedule and format of CEAL Meetings to include programs that crossgeographical areas and focus more on common issues of the field.
Akio Yasue gave the Japan Liaison’s Report. He noted first that while discussions of future librarian
training programs have been held among constituencies in Japan, no application has been produced for the
current year. It is hoped that next year will be an appropriate time to again apply to the Japan Foundation
for support of a training program from collaborating organizations in Japan.
NCC Committee and Task Force Reports:
The Interlibrary Loan and Document Delivery (ILL/DD) Committee Report was distributed by committee
co-chair Chiaki Sakai. She reported on recent committee rotations and solicited suggestions for new
members. She also thanked member Hitoshi Kamada for his work in developing the Japanese GIF Holding
Libraries Finder and thanked him for joining her at the meeting with the Japan Team in Tokyo in December
2008. NCC members were concerned about the Japan side’s apparent desire to have bilateral ILL projects
rather than making them truly global. Following the success of GIF the Japan side developed a similar and
separate project with Korean libraries that does not include US and Canadian libraries. The Japan Team
also expressed their desire to establish a separate Australia-Japan program if Australian members are
interested. NCC discussed ways to urge the Japan side to consider combining the GIF network with their
Korean project. Possible strategies include:
 Discussing a collaboration with the Korean Librarians group to handle issues related to
incorporating the Korea-Japan ILL project into GIF
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Working with CEAL as a whole to create an umbrella project
Discussing the issue with Kris Troost and CKM
Clarifying reasons why the Japan side has not thought to combine the two projects.

Keiko Yokota-Carter, the outgoing Chair of the Digital Resources Committee (DRC), gave the report and
officially welcomed her successor Dawn Lawson to the NCC. Because she has been elected NCC chair-elect
Keiko’s tenure as DRC Chair was only 6 months. During that time she and the committee completed the
annotated guide to Japanese commercial digital resources, which is being edited and will soon be live on
the NCC Website. Print versions of the annotated list were given out to participants in the Faculty Forum.
New DRC Chair Dawn Lawson gave a presentation at the Faculty Forum on freely available Japanese digital
resources. She also informed the members that Dawn and Keiko visited the Nikkei’s New York Office and
discussed licensing issues and Nikkei’s database.
Discussion related to the Librarian Professional Development Committee (LPDC) was principally confined
to that presented by Japan Liaison Akio Yasue in discussing plans for a post-JSIST program. In addition
Council members thanked the committee for their assistance with the Tenri Workshops. The Committee’s
new idea of creating an on-line study group for junior Japanese studies librarians was well received by
Council members.
The application deadline for the Multi-Volume Sets (MVS) Project was January 16, 2009, the same day as
this meeting, therefore no substantive report given. Faculty co-chair Michael Bourdaghs noted that
applications had begun arriving at his office in Chicago before he left for the meeting and he expected to
find a large pile awaiting him upon his return. The MVS Committee will meet in late February in Cambridge
to make MVS grants for 2009.
Two written reports were received on the Japan Art Catalog Project, from Reiko Yoshimura curator of the
Asian Collection at the Smithsonian Institution and Mariko Shiratori on behalf of the JAC II exchange at the
National Art Center, Tokyo. Vickey reported that there would be two articles on JAC in the upcoming
newsletter, one written by Mariko Shiratori and a report by Tokiko Bazzell on her visit with Keiko YokotaCarter to the Avery Library at Columbia to see the JAC Western Art Depository. In reporting on that visit
Tokiko showed slides of the facility and expressed concern that cataloging records thus far produced at
Columbia needed revision to clarify the fact that the JAC collections fully and freely circulate through ILL.
A concern was also raised as to whether these cataloging records appear in OCLC WorldCat. NCC will write
to Columbia to clarify this and to request that revisions be made in past and future records to indicate the
availability of the materials via ILL.
Friday, January 16, 2009: Afternoon Session (1:00 to 5:00)
NCC Reports on Major Recent Projects
A lengthy discussion and updates on the Image Use Protocol Task Force were given and details on the IUP
Workshop at AAS were presented. A brief demonstration of the beta site for the IUP page was presented
along with discussion of 2009-10 Project Activities. A meeting of the IUP Task Force was to take place on
Saturday afternoon following the conclusion of the NCC Meeting. The IUP Website is being developed at
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/imageuse/index.html.
Grant activities under the current Japan Foundation IPS grant were discussed. A list of E-Resources
Workshops was distributed and plans for Year Two of that grant, 2009-10 were outlined.
Discussion then turned to a review of the Faculty Forum, which had taken place the previous day, January
15, 2009. Faculty Forums educate users about what is available, how to make use of it, and raise
awareness of NCC’s full range of programs. A number of Council members had participated in the forum,
which produced strong suggestions for future Faculty Forum formatted programming, as follows:
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Participant feedback on the program was extremely positive and there is a call for more such programs.
Post Forum discussions with the Japan Foundation included recommendations that NCC hold more
Faculty Forums in other regions of the country.
Some felt that the time allotted was too short and that in the future a full day or longer should be
devoted to the Forum.
Discussion in the breakout groups was very spirited and people learned a lot from their group members.
A number of Council members who took part were asked to offer sessions at regional programs in the
future.
There is a clear need from young faculty who come from all kinds of institutions.
Surprising to some, even former grad-students from places with major JS collections and library
support have not previously thought about how they would manage information issues once they were
on the job and in a different sort of institution. Thus it is assumed that there is a wide need for faculty
and graduate student user outreach everywhere no matter the size of the institution and its library
staff.
It was suggested that NCC talk to Charles Lowry, the new head of the Association of Research Libraries
(ARL). Lowry was formerly the University Librarian at University of Maryland and has worked with NCC
several times before. ARL is undergoing a major staff change after the retirement of Duane Webster,
who was head for decades. Some members thought that ARL might want to partner with NCC on a
variation of the Faculty Forum offered to faculty at ARL institutions.
Recommendations were made for the development of a series of Faculty Forum formats. Focus groups
may be useful to help plan future programs. Possible themes and formats suggested included:
o How to train your librarian
o Transforming the nature of service
o Team programs including a faculty member, librarian, graduate and undergraduate students (4
per institution), possibly part of the work done as teams and part with teams broken up into
groups from different institutions
o Knowledge creation by students (teaching the professor)
o Look at examples of UCLA’s information literacy courses
o Treasure hunt tasks to hone searching skills
o Debate the merits of resources and search strategies

It was noted that with JUSFC’s new focus on undergraduates some of the ideas being discussed might be
attractive to JUSFC.
Faculty-librarian co-teaching and the concept of the embedded librarian were both discussed. In general
librarians find co-teaching with faculty to be a no-win situation in which they do a great deal of the work
but get little or no credit. Most feel it is better to offer independent courses or to offer guest lectures
(which are very common). At many institutions every course has a librarian assigned to it. NYU also offers
term paper clinics for students trying to figure out how to proceed with their research.
NCC Administrative Reports:
Tokiko Bazzell discussed her Chair’s Report on Tokyo Visits in November 2008, some of which had been
discussed in conjunction with the Japan Foundation Report in the morning.
 Mr. Rikimaru Takahashi succeeded Ms. Masako Yamamoto as of November 2008.
 Japan Foundation contact maintenance is an ongoing need.
 Keep the JF officers informed on NCC’s activities with statistics and clear outcomes.
 She requested that JF keep the NCC informed on Japanese studies activities they sponsor.
 Encourage NCC members to visit JF as often as possible.
 Develop Dawn’s role as NCC’s New York Liaison to JF.
Tokiko’s visit to the Japan Foundation Tokyo Headquarters Library was also reported upon. The Library had
a major makeover after the relocation. Although the new configuration provides much easier access for
walk-in visitors, the library functions are considerably reduced.
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Vickey Bestor reported on plans for the next issue of the NCC Newsletter, including an article on NDL’s
services for faculty and students and short pieces on the JAC II and Western collections.
She then asked the Council to make recommendations about the NCC Website, these included:
 Redesign of the Website to make it more useful to faculty and students
 Make the NCC Website “findable on the web” and more prominently visible on Google
 Need to offer delivery of materials in both PDF and HTML formats (clickable)
 Explore sites and blogs about how to make your site more findable
 Know who links to us
 Plant our link on other sites
 Think of the Website as valuable real estate
 Have different paths and welcome mats for librarians, faculty and students
 Install a more robust site meter or site report to monitor visitors’ activities
 Use shorter, more recognizable URLs
The final business for the day was the circulation and signing of the NCC Bylaws to revise the minimum
number of Council Members to 10 (from 12) and to allow for one NCC Council Meeting a year rather than
the two previously required. That change is necessary because Japan Foundation will not provide meeting
support in the future. Because NCC has its Open Meeting at AAS and holds many committee meetings at
that time, the Council recommended that the January Council meeting should be eliminated keeping a late
summer or fall meeting.
Saturday, January 17, 2009: Morning Session (9:00 to 1:00)
New Business, Future Meetings, Projects and Discussion Items:
The first order of business for the Saturday morning session was a discussion of the 2009 NCC Open Meeting
in Chicago. The principal objective of the Open Meeting is to discuss plans for the 3-D conference and to
seek specific recommendations from the field. However since many new people have entered the field and
are not familiar with the history of NCC and its programs, the meeting will be organized in such a way as to
recap major NCC initiatives and seek advice about their continuation and revision. Key components of the
open meeting should include:
 Give people a short questionnaire and ask them to address the question of “what is most important
to you?”
 Provide a brief review of Year 2000 priorities followed by discussion of NCC programs offered in the
last decade (since 2000).
 Succinctly present the highlights of NCC programs on PowerPoint slides.
 Each programmatic group will be represented on stage by a panel that will answer questions.
Panels will focus on Cooperative Collection Development, Access Services, Librarian Professional
Development, Faculty Resource Needs and Education.
 A panel with vendors should be held to generate suggestions for future needs.
Discussion of the NCC 3-D Conference Planning was a key thread in the discussion of the open meeting and
was more fully developed in committee and task force meetings that followed the meeting. The 3-D
Conference will take place in Philadelphia on March 22-23, 2010 before the AAS and CEAL Meetings. It was
also strongly suggested that NCC plan to offer more Faculty Forums in conjunction with future meetings.
A brainstorm session regarding the 3-D Conference followed. Suggestions made included:

Survey East Asian studies directors across the field (in advance)

Ask them to articulate the challenges they face

Emphasize NCC’s role as a clearinghouse for faculty and librarians

Articulate NCC’s success in blending communities within the field

Coordinate articles for different journals such as Education about Asia etc.

Take up issues such as private publishing, making scholarly articles/journals only available via
commercial databases
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Research as a Team Sport
The Digital Present
Web 2.0 applications, social networking applications
What would you like to see in 10 years
How larger libraries can better serve the faculty of smaller institutions
Is it possible to develop a national site license?

The Chair and Executive Director then asked the Council to recommend speakers and guests from different
fields to be invited to the 3-D Conference.
A range of dates to avoid when planning future Council meetings were mentioned (JUSFC is busy with
applications in August and cannot attend until the last weekend in August or early September, their
Commission meeting is in late September); this year IFLA will run to August 27 th, APSA is Labor Day
Weekend; JUSFC has trips to Japan in November.
It was suggested that NCC look at holding their meeting in conjunction with another meeting such as a
regional AAS Conference. Following that suggestion NCC will investigate holding its meeting at one of the
Regional AAS Meetings held in October 2009. The Western Conference of the Association for Asian Studies
(WCAAS) will be held October 22-24, 2009, at the University of Arizona, which is the home institution of
Council Member Hitoshi Kamada. He will discuss the idea with his colleagues and get back to NCC. If that
experiment working with regional meetings is successful, future fall NCC meetings may rotate around the
various regional AAS Meetings.
It was announced that the NCC Executive Committee recommended that NCC hold future Council elections
electronically. The last election, for the DRC Chair, was held electronically and went very smoothly.
Unless the Council encounters problems with that format in the future it will continue to employ electronic
elections. The Council then discussed the two positions next coming open (terms from January 1, 2010
through December 31, 2012), those replacing Chiaki Sakai of the University of Iowa (who currently serves as
ILL/DD Co-chair) and Robin LeBlanc, the NCC social sciences faculty representative. Following the
Council’s recommendation the Executive Committee will draft job descriptions for those two positions and
post them on the relevant professional lists (eastlib, H-Japan, etc). A first announcement will be sent
before the AAS to provide an opportunity for Council members to hear suggestions and talk to potentially
interested candidates at AAS. Another round of notices will be sent to the lists after AAS followed by the
EC’s review of candidates. Short lists of candidates will be complied and those individuals will be
contacted to stand for election. Those who stand will submit short CVs and statements of interest. The EC
will review those and propose a slate of candidates for election by the full Council on-line. The election of
the above two positions will take place before the Fall 2009 NCC Meeting. There will also be two additional
librarian slots filled in early 2010 to take office on July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2013. The NCC Japan
Liaison position will also be elected to serve on that same schedule.
Princeton University’s East Asian Studies Program and Gest Library hosted this meeting; Travel and
accommodations for Council Members who attend were supported by grants from the Japan-US
Friendship Commission and the Japan Foundation.
The Northeast Asia Council of the AAS provided partial travel grants for participants in the
Faculty Forum on January 15, 2009.
Electronically circulated reports are noted in bold italics and can be found on the NCC Website at
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/minutes09January/minutes_09_january.html
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KOREAN COLLECTIONS CONSORTIUM OF NORTH AMERICA
2009 ANNUAL MEETING
MINUTES
Time:

March 26, 2009 (Thursday) 8:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Location:
Ohio Room, Sheraton Chicago Hotel & Towers, Chicago, USA

Members Present:
Ms. Helen Kim (University of British Columbia)
Mr. Jaeyong Chang (University of California, Berkeley)
Ms. Esther Mi-Kyung Han (University of California, Los Angeles)
Ms. Younghee Sohn (University of Chicago)
Ms. Hee-sook Shin (Columbia University)
Ms. Mikyung Kang (Harvard University)
Ms. Jude Yoon Lim Yang (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Ms. Yunah Sung (University of Michigan)
Ms. Joy Kim (University of Southern California)
Ms. Kyungmi Chun (Stanford University)
Ms. Hana Kim (University of Toronto), Chair
Ms. Hyokyoung Yi (University of Washington), Secretary
Korea Foundation:
Mr. Young-hee Hahn (Executive Vice President)
Ms. Jiyoung Park (Program Officer, Fellowship Program Department)
I.

Welcome and introductions

Hana Kim, Chair, opened the meeting by welcoming member librarians as well as representatives from the
Korea Foundation. Jude Yoon Lim Yang, the new librarian from the University of Hawaii at Manoa, was
introduced for the first time to the members. In the meeting, each member shared a brief report about
the highlights of their institution.
II.

Member Reports

The following reports are submitted by members via email about their library’s activities and program
updates. The report is listed in the same order as institutional names above.
University of British Columbia (UBC)
The Korean Studies Department, the Center for Korean Research, and the Korean Collection have achieved
successful results during the period above mentioned.
As highlighted achievements, the Center for Korean Research was selected to be one of three institutes for
a grant; the Korean Studies Department launched 3 new courses; and the annual total acquired volumes of
the Korean Collection exceeded those of Chinese and Japanese Collections.
The following is detailed information about these and other matters which took place during the period.
A. Library


Collection
 The volume of purchased materials was greater than the Japanese, and the gift books also
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greater than Japanese and Chinese books.
Gift books: As a result of efforts to increase the Collection within the limited budget, the amount
gift books received was more than 50% of the total purchased books.
The widow of Prof. Song, Jae-gap, Tongguk University, donated Prof. Song’s collection of about
3,000 volumes.
The Korean Labor Institute donated about 200 titles of gift books in 2008, and will continue to send
its publication once every year.
The National Library of Korea sent about 170 volumes as gift books.
Some local community members donated their published books.

Korean Language Librarian
 The Librarian offered instructions on how to search and use materials, and to research for
assignments to 1) UBC students, 2) visiting scholars, 3) exchange students from Korea University,
4) students of the English Learning Program, and 5) local Korean community members.
 The Librarian attended the general management meeting of the Center for Korean Research,
 and participated in the application procedure for a grant from the Academy of Korean Studies.
The result is that the Librarian will receive $3,000 per year for 5 years from the Center as support
for an annual acquisition trip.
Others
 The Head Librarian of the Asian Library returned after her sabbatical year.
 There was an Asian Library’s Open House event in 2008, but it will be changed to an event as part
 of Asia Voila!, which is sponsored by all of the UBC’s Asia-related programs from 2009.
 The Library Processing Unit, which includes Acquisition, Cataloging, Serials, and Binding
sections, will be moving to a different location, and this will cause some delay in the acquisition
and cataloging process.

B. Program






Prof. Ross King was appointed as the Head of the Asian Studies Department for 4 years as of 2008.
Ms. Eurie Shin, a new lecturer, started teaching Korean language courses and Korean Cinema.
The Department added 3 new courses: 1) Korean Cinema, 2) Literature of the Korean Diaspora, and 3)
Korean Language and Writing in Culture and Society.
The Korean Nights were held 2 visits from authors: Yi, Hye-gyong and Cho, Chong-nae. The Korean
Language Librarian promoted the library services and displayed the books of the author at the site.
Visiting scholars’ subject seminars were held once every month.

C. Others





In 2008 the Center for Korean Research made an application for a grant of $1,000.000 to the Academy
of Korean Studies (AKS). The application included information about the support of the University of Bri
tish Columbia library in general and the Korean Collection. The Korean Language Librarian
took part in the procedure by writing a supporting letter presenting the Collection and the
Library System in general, providing a tour to the delegates from the AKS, and arranging meetings of th
e parties of the University Librarian and the Asian subject liaison librarian of the main library with the
delegate members.
As a result of success in acquiring the grant, the Korean Collection will receive $3,000 per year for 5 ye
ars from 2009 to 2013 as a subsidy for the Korean Language Librarian to make acquisition trips to Korea.
The Centre’s bi-weekly subject seminars were regularly held at the Choi Building on every other Friday
afternoon.

University of California, Berkeley
The C.V. Starr East Asian Library, University of California, Berkeley concluded a written agreement with
academic leaders from the Institute of Korean Culture at Korea University on behalf of the Starr Library. Un
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der this agreement, Korea University will fund the Starr to the amount of $350,000 over the next two to thr
ee years. The money will be used to digitize Korean rare books, including the Asami collection, making thes
e valuable materials accessible to the global scholarly community.
University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)




From October to December 2008, UCLA East Asian library hosted an exhibition on East Asian Archeology
and Classical Architecture in the lobby of the Young Research Library. Displayed were some of the
most important monographs and journals related to Korean archaeology from the UCLA East Asian
Library. Additionally, three lectures on the same topic by UCLA faculty were presented during this
period. On November 19, 2008, Professor John Duncan, Korean history professor, gave a lecture on
Korean archaeology to a group of 45 students, professors and library staff at the Young Research
Library Presentation Room.
In January 2009, the library received approximately 900 volumes of Korean language books from
Professor Lee, Sang-ok of Seoul National University. The donated books will help to strengthen UCLA
East Asian library’s collection in the areas of Korean linguistics and Korean literature.

University of Chicago
A. Library






Kim Hyerye , a new bibliographic assistant, started working in October 2008, after her predecessor Yu
Jung-yul resigned in July. The book processing has been slow as much of the time has been spent on
training Ms. Kim, although her previous experience at the now-defunct Chicago based book store, Seoul
Sojom, is helping her to settle in faster than expected.
Ordering with the Korea Foundation funds for 2009/2010 is 80% completed and almost 100% of the titles
that have been received as of mid-March have been processed.
The Library’s schedule to build a storage facility with an automated retrieval system to the west of the
main Joseph Regenstein Library has been proceeding smoothly without glitch. The groundbreaking took
place in September 2008, and is scheduled to be completed by the end of 2010.
The Korean section, along with other parts of the library, has have been working on a project to select
titles, particularly serial titles that are also available on-line, and ship them off to an interim storage
site in Indiana. The books will remain there until the storage facility becomes functional. The official
name of the storage facility is Mansueto Library.

B. Program




The search for a senior-ranking faculty has been successful, and Prof. Hwang Jong-yoen from Dongguk
University will start teaching from the fall quarter this year.
In conjunction with this, the Korean section received additional funding of $15,000 to purchase
resources for the new faculty to meet his research needs.
The Korean Committee on campus is busy organizing the 3 rd North American Workshop on Korean
Literature (NAWKOL), which is scheduled to be held in early June. The Library will provide a venue
for the workshop.

Columbia University (CU)
A. Library
As for the C. V. Starr East Asian Library, the Director of the library, Amy Heinrich, retired at the end of
December 2008. The Director’s position is currently under recruitment and the East Asian Studies
Librarian, Ria Koopmans-de Bruijn, is Acting Director of the library until the position is filled.
Based on a 3-year Starr grant, the library hired a full-time Korean cataloger, Jee-Young Park, to process a
large backlog of uncataloged Korean materials. With her assistance, the backlog will be reduced
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significantly in the near future.
The library has started to work with the National Library of Korea on a cooperative digitization project of
Korean rare books at CU. We have selected 94 volumes of unique materials to be digitized and made
accessible to scholars worldwide by the end of June 2010.
B. Program
As for the Korean Studies Program at CU, the program will expand to include Korean religious studies and
due to the economic downturn, the original plan to hire a full-time professor will be postponed to 2010.
Harvard University
A. Library









The Korean Cataloging section was fully staffed by the middle of August 2008 with Ms. Eun-hee Nah’s
appointment as a Korean cataloger. Currently, there are 2.08 FTE (one full-time professional cataloger;
2 part-time cataloging assistants) cataloging staff members working for cataloging of Korean materials
at the Harvard-Yenching Library.
Harvard-Yenching Library was chosen to be one of KOFIC (Korean Film Council)’s Hub-Library program
members in 2008. From this program, the Library received 132 DVDs of Korean feature films and 395
volumes of Korean cinema-related publications.
The Library received more than 1,000 volumes of Korean excavation reports from Zininzin as a donation
with the support of the Early Korea Project, Korea Institute.
Photographs in the James H. Hausman Archive collection have gone through the preservation process
during 2008. Approximately 1,200 photos were reviewed and went through preservation treatment.
The Korean rare book digitization project is going smoothly and is now in the second year of the
project. So far, digitization of 413 titles/544 volumes has been completed within this project, and all
digitized images are available through HOLLIS, Harvard’s online catalog, and are open to the public. In
the meantime, 4 titles were newly added to the Korean rare book collection after they were identified
as rare books. Two of them were newly received donations, and the other two were pulled from the
regular stacks while reviewing.
The reviewing/weeding project of the pre-1990 Korean collection (classified in Harvard-Yenching
Classification scheme) currently located in the sub-basement of the Library has begun as a two-year
project. This project aims to create more space for the recent Korean Collection, and weeded
materials will be sent to the Harvard Depository. After completion of this project, Korean stack areas
will be expanded to hold more recently-acquired publications.

University of Hawaii at Manoa
A. Library
The Korean Collection has a new Korea specialist librarian as of March 1, 2009. The University library’s
program prioritization review group has been reviewing departmental rubrics and narrative reports. Each
department did a prioritization survey, and the review group gave their recommendations for the library’s
66 programs.
University of Michigan (UM)
A. Library


Funding
The Library has processed 70% of the Consortium books that it has received as of mid-March, and all
Korea Foundation funding has been exhausted. The University increased the Asia Library collection
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budget by about 9%, and the Korean Studies collection budget was allocated 100% more than the
previous fiscal year. This has been a major base increase for the Korean Studies collection since 2003.


Staff change
 Dr. Jidong Yang, Head of the Asia Library, started on July 1, 2008. He received his Ph. D. in
Chinese history from the University of Pennsylvania in 2000.
 It is feasible that the position of a Korean Copy Cataloger will be changed to a full time permanent
position from a year-to-year term appointment.
 Myung Kim, half-time acquisitions assistant, started in November 2008.



Notable activities
 A special exhibition of East Asian materials was held on September 19, 2008, exclusively for library
donors as part of fund-raising efforts executed by the Library Development Office.
 An “Exhibit of treasures from the UM Asia Library” was held on March 14, 2009 for the University
and local communities. Notable Korean exhibits include “Akhak kwebom”(악학 궤범; published in
1610), “Chungbo munhon pigo” (증보 문헌 비고; published in 1770), and late 19th century bibles.
 Google has been digitizing all print collections at UM. CJK materials at an off-site storage have
been digitized, and now Google is working on materials in Asia Library. Copyright status permitting,
full-text
of
these
materials
is
available
through
the
UM
Library
Catalog
(http://mirlyn.lib.umich.edu) and at Google Book Search (http://books.google.com/).

B. Program





UMMA (University of Michigan Museum of Art; http://www.umma.umich.edu/) will re-open to the
public on March 28, 2009 after two-and-a-half years of renovation and expansion. CKS has been actively
participating in fund raising to install a Korean gallery, which would be the first Korean gallery at a
university museum in the U.S. To celebrate its opening, many donors from Korea have been invited,
including President Yim.
Joan Kee, Assistant Professor of Contemporary Korean Art at the Department of History of Art, will
begin teaching from September 2009.
The Center for Korean Studies (http://www.ii.umich.edu/cks) and the Department of Asian Languages
and Cultures (http://www.lsa.umich.edu/asian) are currently in the process of searching for
candidates for the Korean faculty positions.

University of Southern California
A. Library


One Visiting Librarian position has been approved for a two-year term. In contrast to past practice,
where USC invited specific Korean institutions to send Visiting Librarians, we decided to have an open
recruitment this year. The position was announced in several Korean library listservs, and applications
will be accepted until the end of April. USC hopes to have a Visiting Librarian on board in time for the
new school year.



A librarian from Panmun Academic Services, USC’s South Korean approval plan vendor, will be receiving
training at USC on full cataloging of history and literature books during the entire month of April. This
is phase 2 of USC’s vendor training program that started last year with K-level records. Joy Kim
acknowledged that while the basic K-level records are of limited utility (primarily for acquisitions),
they are not intended to remain in that state for long periods of time. Joy’s ultimate goal within the
next few years is to train the South Korean vendor to provide shelf-ready materials for USC,
accompanied by I-level bibliographic records. The training is taking place in incremental stages,
progressing from easier books (DS and PL schedules) to more complex ones. Joy said that a few
Consortium colleagues expressed their appreciation for even the K-level records Panmun Academic
Services created in OCLC for USC.
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USC purchased 300 volumes of Japanese Colonial period books from a private collector in Korea.



USC received some 800 volumes of gift books from Dr. Sang Oak Lee, Professor at the Seoul National
University.



Joy Kim had been scheduled to take a year of sabbatical leave this year, but for personal reasons found
it necessary to postpone this for a few years.

B. Program
USC hired three new faculty members this year.


Dr. David Kang started in January as the new Director of the Korean Studies Institute. A Stanford (B.A.)
and UC Berkeley graduate (M.A. and Ph.D.), he has dual appointments as full professor in Political
Science and Business. A widely recognized expert in East Asian international affairs, especially North
and South Korea, he is the author of China Rising: Peace, Power, and Order in East Asia (2007) and
Crony Capitalism: Corruption and Development in South Korea and the Philippines (2002), and coauthor of Nuclear North Korea: A Debate on Engagement Strategies (2003). More information about
him is available at: http://www.usc.edu/uscnews/experts/1553.html



Dr. Sunyoung Park joined the Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures as Assistant Professor of
Korean Literature. A graduate of Seoul National University (B.A., Korean Language and Literature),
SUNY at Buffalo (M.A., English Literature), and Columbia University (Ph.D., English and Comparative
Literature), Dr. Park has been teaching Korean literature and cultural studies courses since the fall of
2008. More information about Prof. Park is available at:
http://college.usc.edu/faculty/faculty_display.html?Person_ID=1022658



After a national search, Dr. Choe Youngmin accepted the position of Assistant Professor of Korean
Visual Culture in the Dept. of East Asian Languages and Cultures. A graduate of UC Berkeley (M.A. and
Ph.D.) and Yonsei (B.A.), she has taught at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, UC Berkeley,
and UC San Diego. She will start in the fall of 2009.



The USC Korean Studies Institute was selected to receive $600,000 from the Academy of Korean Studies
(Hangukhak Chungang Yonguwon) over the next five years. This grant will support two post-doctoral
fellows and one administrative assistant.

Stanford University
A. Library
The Korean Collection held a special exhibition of Hangul (Korean Alphabet) Calligraphy from October 9
to 31, 2008. The exhibition featured Hangul calligraphy works donated by eleven established Korean
female calligraphers. At the opening ceremony three calligraphers from Korea demonstrated their art
for the audience. It was a unique opportunity to introduce a part of Korean culture, as well as the
Korean
Collection,
to
the
Stanford
community.
In order to house the fast-growing new collections, some collections of the East Asia Library in the
Meyer Library building will be moved to one of the Stanford Auxiliary Libraries (SAL) on campus.
Uncatalogued Korean collections will be moved to SAL. As they are cataloged, they will be
shelved in the Meyer Library.
B. Program
Professor Shin is on sabbatical leave until June 2009. Mr. David Straub is the acting director of the
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Korean Studies Program.
University of Toronto
A. Library


Grant
The overall processing with the Korea Foundation fund is going smoothly. The University of Toronto
will be finished ordering with the grant by the end of March and is currently waiting for the shipments
to arrive.



Exhibition Project
In November 2008, the East Asian Library mounted a special film exhibition to introduce and promote
awareness of the East Asian film collection in the library and to highlight some unique and significant
titles for broader usage and research. On Korea, the library has 300 DVDs from South Korea and 200
video tapes from North Korea, and these include both motion pictures and documentary films reflecting
the political, social and cultural values, and the background of different historical periods of Korea.
The Library is presently exhibiting this film collection in its Current Resource Centre on the 8th floor of
Robarts Library, and it will be on until April 2009.



North Korean Films Digitization Project
The East Asian Library has analyzed and digitized the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK)’s
film collection. As of March 2009, 54 video tapes have been converted to DVD format as an archival
copy. With the successful sponsorship of the Centre for the Study of Korea, Dr. Jinsoo Ahn (Professor,
Hong Ik University, South Korea) was invited to evaluate the DPRK film collection at the Library and we
are currently awaiting his report.

University of Washington
A.

Library



The cataloging project of the James B. Palais Gift collection, the personal collection of the late Korean
history professor of the University of Washington, has been completed at the end of 2008 resulting over
1,600 volumes of Korean /Japanese/ English materials being added to the collection. For further
information, the website is established at http://www.lib.washington.edu/East-Asia/Korea/palais.html.
The grant proposal for the Palais Paper Archive project, submitted to the Korea Foundation, was not
funded.



Celebrating the first conference held by the Center for Korean Studies at the University of Washington
on Korean literature from the Liberation Space period from October 31 to November 1, 2008, the
Libraries hosted the opening reception of “Voices from Liberation Space”, the exhibit of Korean
literary works from 1945 to 1950 in the Suzzallo/Allen Library, for the whole month of November 2008.
The event was to welcome the conference participants and presenters who came from many other
institutions across the country and from Korea. The commentaries on featured books from renowned
scholars
were
displayed
in
the
exhibit
and
are
also
available
online
at
http://www.lib.washington.edu/East-Asia/Korea/Exhibit/.



The position of Korean Collection Assistant became permanent 50% from temporary 100% FTE due to a
change in staffing. For the cataloging of grant materials, a temporary librarian at 37.5% FTE has been
hired from January 2009 until June 2009.

B.


Program
Due to the global budget crisis, the University-wide hiring freeze has had an impact on the tenure
position of the Korean Literature professor in the Department of Asian Language and Literature. The
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position has been vacant and under the final process of interviewing, but the future of this position
seems very uncertain at this point.
III.

Talking with the Korean Foundation representative

Mr. Hanh, the Executive Vice President, gave a brief introduction about himself, and an update on the
Korea Foundation. He started talking about the economic situation of the Korea Foundation, which was
severely hit by the global economic crisis, as well as the unfavorable Korean to US dollars currency rates.
Most of public organizations had a 10% budget cut across the board, and the Korea Foundation was no
exception to this reduction. In an effort to adjust to this budget situation, the KCCNA grant starting next
fiscal year 2009/2010 might be distributed in a reduced amount of US$20,000, extending the term of
contract years to the next three years from two years. A note about this plan will be sent to the Korean
studies librarians first before it reaches each institution. Therefore, considerations such as adding new
members to the KCCNA may not be possible until the budget situation improves.
On a positive note, Mr. Hahn announced that the Korea Foundation will assist the purchase of the EKoreanstudies database by subsidizing 35% of the cost. This funding assistance will be available for this
year, as the source of the funding originates from the current program of the Media Department at the
Foundation. The Foundation, however, will make an effort to create this new program as a multi-year
project starting next year to support the E-Koreanstudies database for scholars in Korean studies. It is
acknowledged that the benefits of the program should be extended to other institutions in the regions
beyond the North America. Members were informed that the final price of the E-Koreanstudies database is
still under the negotiation, but the details of the program will be announced shortly.
IV.

Virtual Reference (Old Business)

The Chair briefed members about the historical background of Virtual Reference in the context of the
KCCNA project. The idea was initially promoted in order to facilitate the use of materials through the
medium of interlibrary loan service. Last year at the KCCNA meeting, it was suggested to create a Google
Group for Virtual Reference service for Korean scholars. Members discussed some elements which should
go on the Google Group page, initially developed by the Chair, Hana Kim, and Hyokyoung Yi, the Secretary.
The following is what the group agreed to implement:










Participants
Initially all KCCNA members are the participants as virtual reference service providers. Any volunteers
can contribute their service once the site is ready to be opened.
Users
This service will be available for anyone who is in need of reference services, regardless of their
geographic location.
Timeline
The desired timeline to be open to the public will be July 1, 2009.
Division of work among members
Among the 12 members of the KCCNA, the maintenance of the service will be managed on a rotating
monthly basis by one member, possibly starting with the Chair. The next person in the organization list
will serve as a back-up librarian during that one-month period. The clear expectations of these
coordinators’ work should be listed on the website.
Subject categories
Unlike the KCCNA collection development, the assigned subject areas will not apply to this virtual
reference service.
Delivery of service
Due to the limited resources, the goal of delivery time for the service is within 48 business hours.
Language
English and Korean are both acceptable.
Promotion
It is proposed that we promote the service on H-Asia, eastlib, Korean studies listserv, etc.
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Name of the service
It has been decided to name the service “Ask a Korean Studies Librarian!” using the standard reference
service term of “Ask Librarian.”
Automated response
It is proposed to send an automated response as soon as each question comes in.

The virtual reference site will soon be available to all members for further testing based on the points
discussed above.
V.

Non-Member Attendance Request

It was requested by Princeton University’s Korean Studies librarian to attend the KCCNA meeting as a nonmember. Members discussed this issue of allowing non-members to attend the KCCNA annual meetings. It
was agreed that, in general, the meeting agenda does not relate much to non-members. It has therefore
been suggested to refer non-members to the Consortium’s webpage for information about the Consortium’s
activities, and to encourage them to bring their questions to the chair of the Consortium or to the
Consortium’s report session during the CKM meetings. The issues of language barriers, room and lunch
reservations and the funding from the Korea Foundation were also discussed. Through a vote among
members, it was decided to keep the KCCNA meeting as a meeting closed to non-members. The Chair will
respond to future requests in accordance with the decision which was made.
VI.

Webmaster & Website

The KCCNA website will no longer be maintained by Jaeyong Chang at Berkeley. So it is in need of a new
webmaster and a server to host. The Korea Foundation cannot support the server maintenance fee unless
the site can be used as a Hub for Korean Studies scholars. Members will first look into the possibility of
joining the website of the Committee on Korean Studies/AAS. A further decision will be made afterwards.
VII.

Sharing Library Instruction Resources

There was a suggestion by Joy Kim to share resources on library instruction developed by members at each
institution. Either by uploading resources to the KCCNA website or the “Ask a Korean Studies Librarian!”
website, the information would be useful to share among librarians for the creation of materials for
instruction classes. Members recommended that it could be done on voluntary basis. Testing could be
done first on the “Ask a Korean Studies Librarian!” site.
VIII.

Brainstorming

Lunch was served while brainstorming on topics of 1) how to cope with reduced funding during the
economic crisis and 2) the impact of the altered exchange rate on the acquisition of books and online
databases.
Stanford and UC-Berkeley are planning to work cooperatively to reduce duplicate purchases in library
holdings between the two nearby institutions, especially in the Consortium subject areas. In addition,
librarians will consult each other for big-ticket items and cancellation of print copies for e-journals. Some
other institutions report that the budget situation has not made an impact yet for the fiscal year 2008-2009,
while others are waiting for impending budget cuts.
As for the exchange rate, it seemed that vendors differ in terms of when and how they apply the change in
the exchange rate. Some members thought that it is up to each institution and vendor’s negotiation in
acquiring the best deal. Some expressed concerns about the fluctuating exchange rate, which was not
fairly reflected in the book price on invoices for the benefit of customers.
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IX.

Other business

The Chair informed members that the Executive Board of the CEAL is going to decide whether the KCCNA
website could be hosted on the CEAL website. She confirmed that the next leadership posts for the KCCNA
for FY 2009/2010 will be assumed by Hyokyoung Yi as a Chair, and Helen Kim as a Secretary.
The meeting was adjourned at approximately 1:00 p.m.
Minutes recorded by Hyokyoung Yi, Secretary.
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NEW APPOINTMENTS
Washington University St. Louis
Azusa Tanaka joined the staff of the East Asian Library at Washington University in St. Louis as the
Japanese Catalog Librarian/Subject Librarian in January 2009. Ms. Tanaka holds an MSLIS from Syracuse
University and an M.A. in International Studies from the University of Washington. She previously worked
as an Archivist Assistant at C. V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University and as a student assistant at
the East Asian Library, University of Washington and Bird Library, Syracuse University. From March 2007
until her appointment at Washington University, Ms. Tanaka worked for the National Diet Library
translating articles about developments in Japanese libraries into English.
Azusa Tanaka can be reached at 314-935-5155 and atanaka@wustl.edu.
(From an Eastlib posting by Tony Chang, Washington University St. Louis)
University of Hawaii Asia Collection
Yoon Lim (Jude) Yang began her duties as Korea Studies Librarian in the Asia Collection at the University of
Hawaii in March 2009. Ms. Yang is a recent graduate of the UH Library and Information Science Program
and has previous experience working as a script writer for the Korean and Seoul broadcasting systems.
Yoon Lim Yang’s email address is yoonlim@hawaii.edu
(From an Eastlib posting by Allen Riedy, University of Hawaii)
Yale East Asia Library
The Yale University East Asia Library announced in March, 2009, the appointment of Mieko Mazza as
Catalog Librarian for Japanese materials. Ms. Mazza received a B.A. from Tokyo University of Foreign
Studies, an M.A. from Ohio University in International Affairs, and an MLIS from the Palmer School of
Library and Information Science, Long Island University. Her background includes work in translation and
academic training in Southeast Asian studies. From 2001 until her appointment in the East Asia Library at
Yale she served as Bibliographic Assistant at the C.V. Starr East Asian Library at Columbia University.
Mieko Mazza’s contact information is as follows:
E-mail: mieko.mazza@yale.edu
Tel. no.: 203-432-8210
(From an Eastlib posting by Ellen Hammond, Yale University)
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INSTITUTIONAL AND MEMBER NEWS
Jim Cheng Receives Fulbright Award
Jim Cheng, Head Librarian of the International Relations & Pacific Studies Library at University of California,
San Diego, has been awarded a Fulbright Scholar grant to do research at the National Taiwan University,
Taiwan during the 2008-2009 academic year, according to the United States Department of State and the J.
William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board.
Cheng is one of approximately 1,100 U.S. faculty and professionals who were chosen for Fulbright U.S.
Scholar Program this year. The Program operates in over 155 countries worldwide, and recipients of
Fulbright awards are selected on the basis of academic or professional achievement, as well as
demonstrated leadership potential in their fields.
Cheng will conduct research for his book project, An Annotated Bibliography for Taiwan Film Studies, which
will be a sequel to his previous book, An Annotated Bibliography for Chinese Film Studies. His research
will be conducted at the Chinese Taipei Film Archive Library, the National Central Library, and the National
Taiwan University Library for three months starting in fall 2009.
Jim Cheng is an authority on Asian film and has built an unparalleled collection of East Asian films at
UCSD’s IR/PS Library. Thanks in large part to his efforts, the IR/PS Library is recognized as having the best
collection of Chinese underground and independent films in the world. The collection, which also includes
posters, is comprised of films from South and North Korea, Japan, and those focusing on the Chinese
Cultural Revolution. “While the field of Chinese film studies has mushroomed in the global academic
community over the last decade and faculty at UC San Diego and other institutions are increasingly using
popular media for teaching purposes,” said Cheng, “ authoritative bibliographic source materials have been
lacking. My ultimate goal is to create the most comprehensive and objective bibliography for Taiwan film
studies, covering a wide range of perspectives, including some of the more controversial issues, such as
government censorship and Japanese and mainland Chinese influence during and after the colonial period.“
While in Taiwan, Cheng will meet with scholars and film directors to organize a future Taiwan Film
Symposium at UC San Diego and also plans to meet with film vendors who can help to expand UCSD’s
Taiwan film collection, which currently holds more than 200 titles. Under Cheng’s leadership, the IR/PS
Library has sponsored numerous Asian film festivals, including a film festival held last year showcasing the
films of North and South Korea.
Cheng, who has served as head of the IR/PS Library since 2002, holds M.A. degrees in library and
information science and comparative literature from the University of Washington. He received his B.A. in
Chinese language and literature from Fudan University in Shanghai. Before joining the UC San Diego
Libraries, Cheng held librarian positions at the University of Iowa, New York University, and the University
of Washington.
(Compiled from press releases by the US State Department and the UC San Diego News)
UC Irvine receives grant from Taiwan Ministry of Education
The East Asian Collection of the University of California Irvine Libraries has received a special grant for
Taiwan research materials from the Ministry of Education (MOE), Taiwan. The MOE grant of over 1.1
million TWD (approximately 35,000 USD) will support the growth of a core collection for a new research
area in modern Taiwan literature and cinema. Ying Zhang, Asian Studies Librarian, will develop the
collection in collaboration with Bert Scruggs, a specialist in postcolonial Taiwan literature research, who
joined UCI in 2008. The collection will cover print and electronic books, journals, newspapers, and visual
materials.
(From an Eastlib posting by Ying Zhang, University of California Irvine)
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Library Exhibit on Shanghai at Langson Library, UC Irvine
“Shanghai’s Two Faces: Cosmopolitanism and Glocalization,” a new exhibit at the Langson Library of the
University of California Irvine, depicts Shanghai’s transformation from a fishing and market town into a
global commerce and finance center. The exhibit portrays two key times in Shanghai’s history: as a free
treaty port from the late 19th to the early 20th century, and as a dynamic metropolis from the late 20 th
century onward. Using visual displays chosen from UCI library holdings, the exhibit portrays places, people,
events, commerce, popular culture, and literature to highlight the cosmopolitanism and glocalization that
have risen from these two time frames.
Curator of the exhibit, which runs from April 22 to September 30, 2009, is Ying Zhang, Research Librarian
for Asian Studies at UC Irvine.
(From an Eastlib posting by Ying Zhang, University of California Irvine)
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
New databases offered by Oriprobe Information Services

《四部丛刊》Sibu Congkan 全文检索版
The electronic Sibu Congkan is a fully searchable collection of the authoritative editions of the 504 original
and historical monographs (3,134 volumes) published by the Commercial Press in 1919-1936. Holdings span
Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties including early manuscripts and rare prints (antiquarian, out-of-print
books). Original collection used photolithography, which resulted in better editions than any then-available
typeset editions. The electronic Sibu Congkan is based on the Shanghai Hanfen Lou version kept in the
Peking University Rare Books Collection. With the full coverage of the 3 series published in the year 1922,
1932 and 1936 respectively, it reaches up to 232,478 pages and 90 million characters. Each series is
traditionally categorized into Classics (jing 经), History (shi 史), Philosophy (zi 子), and Literary Collections or
belles lettres (ji 集).
The database supports Unicode, browsing, full-text searching, linked images and text, copy/paste and print.
The electronic copy also features auxiliary Chinese input, a character dictionary and date conversion tools.
《十通》The Ten General Series 全文检索版
The Ten General Series, a de facto encyclopedia of ancient China, is a collective name for the ten classic
series on ancient Chinese regulations, institutions, politics, and their transformation over thousands of years
in Chinese history. It includes three categories: Tongdian (Comprehensive Canon, a historical encyclopedia
covering panoply of topics from high antiquity), Tongzhi (General Treaties, a great institutional history of
China from its beginnings down through the dynasties), Wenxian Tongkao (General Study of the Literary
Remains, a huge encyclopedia of general knowledge). The Ten General Series contains more than 2,700
volumes, totaling more than 30,000,000 characters. Covered are topics such as military affairs, culture,
religion, philology, phonetics, the development of families and clans, etc.
The database supports Unicode, browsing, full-text searching, linked images and text, copy/paste, and print.
The electronic copy also features Chinese handwriting recognition input, a character dictionary and date
conversion tools.
《中国历代石刻史料汇编》
Compendium of Chinese Stone Inscriptions over the Dynasties 全文检索版
"Compendium of Chinese Stone Inscriptions over the Dynasties" (Shike Huibian) is a full text database of
epigraphical materials emerged in various dynasties in China. This database compiles more than 17,000
metal and stone inscriptions selected by contemporary experienced virtuosos of the National Library of
China. It includes documents on Chinese politics, economy, military, religion, literature, geography, science,
technology, education, etc. Margin comments made by concurrent inscription researchers are also
incorporated along with the engravings per se.
These valuable inscriptions have a bearing on the past history and social life of ancient China providing an
extremely valuable treasure for scholars on Chinese studies.
The database supports Unicode, browsing, full-text searching, linked images and text, copy/paste, and print.
The electronic copy also features auxiliary Chinese input, a character dictionary and date conversion tools.
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China Online Videos (COV)
China Online Videos (COV) is a unique online video platform, focusing on Chinese Arts, history, geography,
business, science & technology, and medicine. Partnering with well-recognized organizations, including
China Central Television (CCTV), Phoenix , Chinese Medical Association(CMA), Beijing University and
Chinese Academy of Sciences, COV provides a new easy access to China in a visual and audio format.
Four Categories:
● Arts, History & Geography:
√ 1,589 videos
√ Discover the rich Chinese culture, and diversified regional geography
● Celebrity Interviews
√ 657 videos
√ Interviews and talks with social celebrities and elites
● Lectures
√ 4,398 videos
√ Lectures on culture, business, and health by professors, industrial experts and professionals
● Science & Technology and Medicine
√ 6,487 videos
√ Broad range of science & technology fields
Twelve Topics:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Arts (618 videos)
History (405 videos)
Business (2,910 videos)
Medical (1,409 videos)
Health (279 videos)
Geography (1,652 videos)
Industry (1,653 videos)
Agriculture (2,918 videos)
Climatology (263 videos)
Life Science (220 videos)
Science & Technology (545 videos)
Military (259 videos)

√ 12,669 videos, and 145,421 minutes in total
√ Updated monthly

Further information on these products is available at the OriProbe Information Services, Inc. website at
http://www.oriprobe.com/home.html
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